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FAlCT 1. IRXROmiOXlOR
1. ^9 Ue of aelflnlmn Dioxida in organlo Ohwalatry.
Whereas sulphur dioxide does not oxidise organic com- pounds aid telurium dioxld is very por in this respect (1), 
it has ben known for a long time that selenium dioxide, as* lenious acid and selenitea are reduced by a wide variety of organic compounds. It ms not, however, til 1932 that Riley caried out the first systematic study of the oxidising pro­
perties of selenium dioxide and its aplications to synthetic organic chemistry, (2), Selenium dioxide la now widely used ai an oxidising and dehydregaatlng agent.
Its usefulnes lies in its specific action. At rom or nod prate temperatures it oxidises methyl or methylene groups 
to the coresponding aldehydes or ketones (acids are rarely 
formed), If these groups are activated by an adjacent double bond, carbonyl or aldehyde group, an aromatic nucleus, or an adjacent nitrogen atom in heterocyclic compounds. Whan the 
oxidation is caried out in glacial acetic acid or acetic an­hydride the reaction usualy proceds only as far a the
alcohol stage. Organic sulphur compounds containing the group 
-SH are oxidised to dlsulphid<*s -8-8-, Selenium dioxide can 
also act as a dehydrogenating agent, (3# V),
In oxidations with selenium dioxide# the substance to be oxidised Is either heated with selenium dioxide alone# or in water# dilute or glaolal acetic acid# dlox&n# alohol# 
or another indiferent solvent to form a more or les homo­geneous solution. Concentrated sulphuric aold has also ben 
tmploytfl as the medium, Bering the oxidation the selenium di­
oxide is reduced tc selenium which Is precipitated and can be recovered,
dome typical examples of the use of selenium dioxide are:
(a) Saturated compounds.the lower alcohols are oxidised to aldehydes at oa, 30°,
• * ♦e.g. ethyl alohol gives aoetald»hyd> (5). Certain eatu- rated aleyolo alcohols react at moderate temperatures, 
e.g. bomeol and laoborneol both give oaRphorqulnone (6).
(b) Unsaturated compounds.
Methyl and methylene groups adjacent to the double bond 
in «?:saturated aliphatic, alioyolio and polyoyolie, as 
wel as in aromatic compounds, are generaly oxidised to 
tho ozrespoading aldehydes or ketones with but litle Mid formation. An adjacent triple bond also activates (7k
K,g, alkylated aromatic hydrocarbons yield aldehydes and 
acids (8), anthracene gives anthraquinone (9)§ ethylene 
yields glyoxal (10), oyclopentone gives cyolopenteme-ol 
and cyolopentene-dlol (1), and l-heptyne-3-ol is obtained 
frost l*heptyne (12),
(c) Compounds containing the group -CO,Selenium dioxide is particularly useful for oxidising methyl and methylene groups adjacent to the CO • group,* 
yielding keto-ald hydes and dl- and trlketons, B,g, acetone yields methyl glyoxal (2), acetalctehyd gives glyoxal (2), acetyl acetone gives 2t3t4*trlketopentane 
(13), end camphor gives camphorquinone (14),
(d) As a dehydrogenatlng agent.
Compounds containing two CHR - groups situated betwen 
two activating groups,such as CO, are d^hydrogenatei to the coresponding ethylanes, e,g, the diketone,
2:5-hexane-dlone yields oUB-diaoetylethylane (15)•
(e) In work on the sterols and bile acids, selenium dioxide
has ben used extensively both as an oxidising and d hy- drosnating .gent (16).
(f) Mitrogon conpounds.
Alkylated heterocyclic compounds, particularly those In 
which the alkyl group la situated In the oposition with
respect to the nitrogen atom give aldehydes and oar boxy- lo acids# e.g. of-piolne yields plolnle acid and 
aldehyde (17). with phenyl hydraslnes In sold solution# dlasonium chlorides# tetrapenyltetraelnes and red dyes era obtained (IB),
(g) Sulphur compounds,
Msrcaptans# thlol-aolds end ether sulphur oapoenfla capable of enolisatlon to form the group -3H (such as thioureas) are oxidised to dlsulphldes (19)# e,g, phonyl 
mercaptan give* diphenyl disulphide (20)# Sulphides are oxidise to sulphoxldes and sulphones (21),
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2, formation of Intermediate Selenium Compounds in Oxidation
.Reactions with selenium Dloxido.
It is generaly believed that in oxidation reactions with selenium dloxido compounds containing selenium are formed 
intermedialy. Thus# Guilemonat (7) postulates the formation of intermediate selenldes in the oxidation of ethylenic com- pounds to alcohols:
♦ R . C B g H  ♦ S e 0 2 — *  ( H 0 H 2 )4 $ ©  ♦ 2 H 2 0
(80H2)4Se ♦ KgO —^ (RCHgJgSe ♦ H.GH3 + RCM^OH (iSCH2)2Be ♦ HgC —> RCJi^OH ♦ KCilj ♦ be
(X is a radioal containing the thylenic bond,)
Bael&us anA Hiley (2) studied the flame spectra of sele* nlvm burning In oxygen, an# of selenium dioxide burning with 
amonia and various organic compounds such as methyl and ethyl alcohol, ether and acetone, ethylene, acetylene, beastern, and toluene, at oa* 40°. They found al these spetra to be 
identical, there were no w&ter~bands present in the ultra* violet region nor any other hands characteristic of burning hydrocarbons •The flame spetra are therefore characteristic 
of selenium, end perhaps selenium dioxide, but not of the sub* stance undergoing oxidation* The action of the selenium dioxide 
therefore does not consist merely in furnishing the oxygen for combustion* These authors conclude that the selenium dioxide 
probably forms an intermediate compound with the organic sub* stance* Selenium is then elesdxmted from this complex at a higher temperature leaving intermediate oxidation products which undergo a thermal non-luminSus decomposition if the tern* porature is suficiently high* The energy of this decomposition 
is suficient to exelte the selenium to emit its characteristic flame spectrum*
Melnikov end Bokltakaya (5) have shown that In the oxida­tion of the lower alcohols to aldehydes, dialkyl selenites 
are formed first, which, when heated to 30cP in a stream of 
nitrogen, decompose to give selenium, water and the aldehyde* 
These dialkyl selenites have ben obtained in a crystaline state*
tt 6  —
a ^ o a .  s m ,  — ^ R g O  4  3 e 0 ( 0 G H 2 8 ) 2SeOtOCHgHjg —} Se ♦ HgO ♦ 2H.0HO.
Intermediate oxidation produota containing selenium have alao bon observed in many other reactions caried out at 
lower temperatures) e.g. Fainter (23) by reaotlag oyatelneselenium dioxide in ailvent at low temperatures obtained an unstable elenide:
t n.OH2#CB(RH2).OQR ♦ SeOg —^
«OO.QH(«I2).OH2.8*8e-S.OH2.OH(ra2).COQH ♦ no ♦ [o],
fhe same author considers that the reaction betwen selenium dioxide and compounds containing the group «SB can folow thre courses!
1. 2B8H SeOg  ^HS»8eO»Sfi * HgO
2. 4H3H ♦ SeOg — ft ftS-Se-8 ♦ BRISK ♦ 91 oB8-Se-SR —ft B8B * Se
3. 4BSB ♦ SeOg  ^2BSR 4 Se ♦ 2RgO.
It sems wel established, therefore, that selenita 
dioxide oxidises organic ompcunds with the intermediate formation of substaea containing selenium.
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3. Reactions with Selenium Dioxide fielding Selenium Compounds.
Although selenium dioxide generaly functions esentialy 
as an oxidising agent It has already ben mentioned that un­
stable InterneHate compounds containing selenium bare ben 
Isolated In sone oases* i- any reactions with selenlua dioxide 
yielding organic selenlua oapounds are known) sons of these are d scribed below.
Selenium dioxide reaote with substituted butadienes, but not with butadiene Itself, to give cyclic selenones (24):
o-dlsRbnes yield condensation products known as plaselenols (25)
compounds of unknown constitution were reported as by-products 
In the oxidation of safrole and laosafrole (27)* Amines, aer- 
eaptans (21) end phenols, phenolio ethers and alnophsnols 
also gave selenium oapounds of unknown constitution) but 
Takaatsu (28) obtained dl-(hydroxyphenyl) elenlde by the action of selenlous add on phenol. Similarly, Borsohe and
and oanphene gives oaphene elenlde (26). Organic selenlua
Hartman (29) heated 2-nphthol and selenium dioxide in ethyl acetate and obtained di-(2-hydroxynaphthyl) selenlde*
It la also thought that the colours produced by selenium dioxid- in onoentrated sulphuric acid with many phenols and 
phenolic ethers and many complex nitrogen compounds, such as alkaloids, are due to organic selenium compounds* These colour reactions have long ben used as a test for alkaloidsf and, 
conversely, a spot test for the detection of selenium dioxide 
or selenites Involves the use of codeine phosphate and concen­trated sulphuric acid, when a gren col ur, changing to blue, is observed* Dewey and Oelman, (30) have shown however that these olour reactions are not specific to the alkaloids but are given by many other nitrogen compounds, particularly those which contain two or thre aromatic nuclei, Bategay and Hugel 
(31,32) have actualy Isolated coloured selenopyronines from solutions of selenium dioxide and substituted dlphenylmethas in concentrated sulphuric sold*
In the presence of aluminium chloride, selenium dioxide resets with bemsene to give a mixture of diphenyl selenlde, 
diphenyl dlselenide, diphenyl selenium dichloride and p-chloro- phenyl selenlde (3)* Hilditch and Smiles (34) used selenium dioxide and anisole ,ln the presence of aluminium chloride and 
obtained trlaniaylselenonium chloride §similarly, with phenetols triphenety 1selenonlum chloride was formed*
In tho present Investigation the action of selenium dioxide, in the presence of water, on anlsole and other phe­
nolic ethers was studied and it is shown that symetrical diaryl selenides are formed,
i s j B — a U a  s i i s & m t a m .  H i t e ,  a a a f c  )?*9iifle.aafl.telurium Dioxide,
Sulphur dioxide is not an oxidising agent, in Its re­actions It resembles selenium dioxide only in its behaviour towards benzene in the presence of aluminium chloride, when 
diphenyl sulphoxide ia formed• (35), With anlaple and alumi­nium chloride, sulphur dioxid forms dlanisyl sulphoxide and tianieyl sulphonitm ohloride, phenetole gave similar pro­ducts, £-dimethosyben&ene, sulphur dioxide and aluminium 
chloride gave a mixture of bis- (p-dimethoxyuhenyl) sulphide and bis- (p-dimethoxvphcnyl) sulphoxide (36),
A search of the literature showed that although telurium dioxide can act as an oxidising agent, oxidising benzoin to bemsl in 95# yield, and benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde (1), 
it is jmaoh leas eficient than selenium dioxide in this respect and has found no practical aplication. Bo case of telurium 
dioxide reacting with organio substances to yield telurium compounds sems to have bean reported.
•  1 0  •
PAB5? I,
1, Th® Object of th* ffresent Investigation,
This work was begun as the result of the chance obser­
vation that interaction betwen anisole and selenium dioxide was taking place in a reaction in which selenium dioxide 
suspended in anisole was use *as an oxidising agent, (Dr, Kenyon - private comunication,) It has ben found that se­lenium dioxide reacts with many other phenolic ethers, the reaction with anisole in particular has ben studied in some detail in order to reach some conclusion as to its mechanism. The structure of dianlayl selenldo has ben confirmed by synthesis. The reaction betwen selenium dioxide and phenolio ethers is complex giving rise to coloured products from which symetrloal diaryl selenldes, and, in one case, a dlselenide can be isolated,
aoTOos qIT JalaiORfi Aoia on Anisole.
When anisole is heated at temperatures somewhat below its boiling point with ordinary selenium dioxide (that is, 
which has not ben recently re sublimed} a reaction tkes plaof ,
•  1 1  *
resulting visibly in the slow separation of drops of water and the development of a rel colour, frace of selenium were ob­
served in some experiments* From the reaction mixture dianlsyl selenlde (di-^-aethojyphenyl selenlde*) can be isolated by removing the tmreaotad ether with steam and extracting the 
residue with ether, the selenlde being obtained on evaporating the solvent*
In marked contrast, when dry anlsole is heated with freshly resublimed selenium dioxide, no visible reaction ocura, even 
after stiring at 130 - 150° 0* for 20 hours |only a faint yelow col nr develops and the selenium clioxid remains largely undlselved# when however a few drops of water are aded and the mixture is reheated the darkening of the anlsole son indicates that reaction has corimenoa', Since water is ne­
cesary to initiate the reaction it would sem that the ether is atacked by selenious sold rather than by selenium dioxide* Subsequent experiments showed that the maximum yield (20%) of dianlsyl selenlde is obtained v&ien the aded water amounts to one molecular proportion* (Se fable, page 19)*
It sems reasonable to supose that dianlsyl selenoxide or dianlsyl selenium dihydroxjl.de is formed as an Intermediate in tho reaction:
• 12 •
In order to teat this hypothesis two experiments were performed. In the first, dlanlayl selenium dihydroxide in anisole solution 
was heated at 130 - 150° for 15 hours, hut only some 10S was converted into the salenide. As the reaction betwen selenious 
sold and anisole is clearly complex and elemental selenium is in al probability liberated (it was in fact found in the pro­ducts from 5 out of 10 experiments) a second experiment was i erfoxmed, This showed that dlanlsyl selenium dlhydroxide 
disolved in 50^ acetic acid containing in suspension freshly 
precipitated selenium and also selenium dioxide, when heated 
for 3 hours, was almost completely converted into dlanl ay 1se- lenlde - no dlanl syl selenium dlhydroxide was recovered.
In this reaction and in the reactions betwen selenious aold and other phenolic ethers, the selenldes formed were al­
ways acompanied by red semi-solid by-products of an intractable nature,
When heating was continued for periods longer than 20 hours a somewhat higher yield of salenld *was obtained but the 
product was so impure that the isolation of the selenide be sue vary laborious,
3 » _ a » . . . a a a w . t w g ®  o f  m a n i a * !  Sfelanlda.
Dlanlayl selenide has previously ben prepared by Kunckel
13
(37) who obtained it by the action of selenium monochloride (Se^Clg) on anisole, the main product of the reaction being dlanlayl selenium dichloride, Alqulst and Kelson (36) made the selenlde by reducing dianlsyl selenium dichloride (from selenium oxychloride and anisole) with sine, but both these 
authors leave the position of the selenium atom undetermined, though Alqulst and Kelson asumed it to ocupy the para-posi- tlon relative to the methoxy 1-groups. It has now bean estab­
lished that dianlsyl selenlde is in fact di-£-methoxyphenyl selenlde,
(a) The method of preparation of Ktxnckel and of Alqulst and 
Kelson and the fact that the compound forms a dibromide and . a dihydroxide Whew that it la a selenlde,
(b) In order to verify that the selenium ato& is atached to the benzene nucleus and not to the carbon atoms in the meth­
oxyl-groups, the methoxyl-groups were estimated by £elel*e method, The analytical result coresponds to two methoxyl- groups in ths molecule of dianlsyl selenlde,
(o) finaly, di-j>-methoxyphenyl selenlde was obtained by ths action of potasium polyselenlde on dlasotised £-anisidine 
and proved to be id ntical with the dianlsyl selenlde prepared 
from selenlous acid and anisole.
In an atempt to prepare di-o-methoxyphenyl selenlde
• 14 •
for comparative purposes by the action of potasium polysole- 
nlde on dla&otlsi o-anisidina, di-o-methoxyphenyl diselenide 
was obtained*
4* The Action of Selenloun Aold on Other Phenolic others and zprierivativos of the tiQlmicinn Pomed *
Selenlde were also obtained by the uotlon of s^lenious 
sold on phonetole, o- sand ga-dimet hoxy bensene9 1* and 2-matfc- oxynxhthalene, and j>-bro»oanIsole*
gydlmethoxybenzene gave a mixture of selenlde and dlsele- nids whioh were separated by fractional crystalisation from 
alcohol* Dlphenetyl selenlde has previously bean prepared 
by Alquiat and Kelson ( 3 8 )  and Xtonokel ( 3 7 ) *  The two di-i&ethoxynaphtliyl selenldes have ben made before by Klohaela afcd Kurt ok el ( 3 9 )  by the action of selenium oxychloride on t* apropriate methyl naphthyl ether* Alquist and Kelson 
failed however to prepare a selenium die hi oriel eby the action of selenium oxychlorid on bromoanisole •
Selenlcus aold reacts with g-dlmethoxybanzene and with 
diphenyl ether t© give substances of high melting point, but as it was not found posible to purify them they were not 
further investigated*
- 15
ainoe, in the case of anisole, the selenious mold 
atacks the onzene nucleus in the para- >ositlon relative to 
the methoxyl-group, it ie probable that the selenide obtained 
from phenetole is di-£-@thoxyphenyl selenide$ end those ob­tained fro® ©- and a^d im© thoxy bens one are bis-3:4- and 
bls-2;4-dimethcxyphenyl selenide, respectively, The selenide fro® £• bromoanleole must be either dl-(5~broro-2-n*thoxyphenyl) selenide or di-(2-fc2x?mo-5-»ethexyphenyl) selenide.
In ord »r to characterise the selenides obtained, the folowing derivatives were prepared: dianisyl selenium dibroird* by the action of bromine on the selenide ; 
dianisyl selenium dihydroxide, (a) by the action of hydrogen peroxide on the selenide, and (b) by the action of aqueous sodium hydroxide on the dlbremid , In adition the corespond­ing derivatives of dlphenetyl selenide were prepared.
The selenide obtained from o-dimethoxybensene yielded a dihydroxid *on treatment with hydrogen peroxide but no solid 
dlhromld© could bo prepared. In this conection lt ie of in- ': tercet to note that there are many oases of dlaryl selenides 
failing to give crystaline dibromides on adition of bromine, e,g, no dibromid s ould be prepared from £-methoxyphenyl phenyl selenide and from m-tclyl phanyl selenide (40),
The selenide obtained from m-dlmethoxrbenxene was not atacked by hydrogen peroxide and treatment with bromine re-
suited in a complex reaction involving nuclear brcmln&tlon#
The elenlde obtained from £-bromoaniuole via© not atacked 
by hydrogen peroxide and bromine caused nulear substitution 
together with bromine adition, giving a bl£-dibromoethoxy- 
x henyl selenium dibromide#
No d rlvative of the selenldes obtained from 1- and k-methcxyn-4phthalene could be prepared by treatment with either bromine or hydrogen peroxide#
-----------------------------------------------
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Al n#p»8 are uncorected •Mloroanalyses are by Bra# feler and Stra—t Oxford#
The various ethers were purified by shaking in ethereal 
solution with aqueous sodium hydroxide ffolowed by dfstila- 
t ion, fli| in the ease of 2 niothoiyisphth alone, by recrystal- 1sation. The selenium dioxide was resublimed imediately before use and was obtained as long odourles hodies#
1# Selenioue Acid and Anisolo.
Mon-Interaction of Anhydrous elenlwa Dioxide and Anisole.A *dJrturo of Mlwlw dioxide (50 g,) and anisole (125 g») (2.5 mol.) nu maintained at 130 • 150° and atIred meohanl- 
oaly far 20 bra., bat no motion tok place, only a very faint yel'w colour developed end the selenium dioxide remained unchanged. A si liar negative result ms obtained dm selenlai dioxide suspended In anleole and dloxan was heated under reflux for 20 hre.
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Action of QolenltaE Dioxldo on Anlaole in tho yrasonco of Ad'd 
Water. A mixture of selenium dioxide (50 g.), water (8.2
18 —
alt, 1 mol#), and anlaola (125 £*, 2*5 ®ol*) was heated in 
an oil-bath at 130 - 150° for 20 lira* fleaotion son sat in, the mixture efervesced and darkened *The resulting product, which consisted of a red mobile uper layer and a dark-red viscous lower layer, was treated with a curent of a ten until anlsole oeaed to ome over. She dark-red semi-solid non-vo­latile residue was extracted with ether, and the ethereal 
extract was shaken with ohareoal and dried with sodium 
sulphate* namoval of the solvent left a pals orange solid,(27 g* ■ 20% odlc* on SeOg used), whioh after several cry­stalisations from alcohol yield d dianlsyl selenlde (di-£-aet hoxyphenyl selenlde), olurleas glistening leaflets, 
(19 g*), m*p* 56*5 - 58°* (found: C,57*lf H,5*0%* Calo* for 
Cl§%402 dot 0,57*2f M,4*8%)* Alquist and Kelson (38) record ■•p. 54°»
Hie aqueous residue from the ether extraction contained selenium dioxide,and in 5 experiments out of 10 smal amounts of black selenium (0*1 - 0*5 g*)• The selenium 
dioxide was precipitate! as red selenium by pasing sulphur 
dioxide into the aqueous residue after adition of concen­trated hydrochloric acid* The selenium was converted Into its 
black modification on heating at 90 - 10°*
The Influence of Aded eater on tho field of Planisyl Selenlde* 
Selenium dioxide (2*2 g*) sad anlsole (43*2 g*, 2 mol*)
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were heat* Iwith varying amounts of water at 130 - 150° for 20 hre. The crude selenid obtained fro® idle ethereal extraot 
was dried to constant weight In a vacum desicator. The re­sults are sumarised in the table below.
Water aded field of dlaniayl selenideml, mol, g. %
0 0 0.4 0.70.05 0.014 1.0 1.73.6 X. 0 1.3 19.710.0 2.8 3.1 5.3
When the mixture was heated for longer periods of time there obtained more dlanlayl selenide, but the product 
was leas pure. Thus, selenium dioxide (2,2 g,), water (3,6 ml, t
1 nol,), and anisole (45*2 g, 2 »ol,) heated at 130 - 150° 
for 40 hre, aforded 23 g* (39$) of orude dlaniayl selenide, which had to be fred from colour© semi-so^id impurities by spreading on a porous plate and many subsequent crystali­
sations from alcohol (8 - 10 tines), 16 g, (27$) of pure e- lenld* ware obtained,
Dlaniayl selenium dlbromido. A solution of bromine (3 g,)
In carbon disnlphld© (25 Ml,) was poured into a solution of 
dlaniayl selenide (1 g,) In carbon dlsulphlde (23 el,). Almost
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imediately, dlaniayl selenium dlbromlde separated in orange- red prismatic rods, ® , p ,  11B - 120° (decamp,), yield almost 
quantitative• (Pound: 0,37,U| H,3*0| Bri35,3« Calc, for 
C14Hl4°2'®r28e: C,37,l| H,3«l| dr,36,6$), Aqulst Ml Selaon(38) give m.p. 125°.
This compound la hi^ily susceptible to moisture and 
atempts to recryetalia© it resulted in its partial conversion 
to the coresponding selenium dihydrcxid*, It Is therefore best prepared in dilute solution as given above,
Dlania/2 a*3Ionium aihrflyoxtde, : (a) Dlaniayl selenium di-bromide (0,73 g,) wae triturated with aqueous sodium hydroxide (20 al, 3H), She material became pasty, lost colour rad son set hard. She resulting dlaniayl selenium dihydroxide sepa­
rated from alcohol or banans in colourles nedles, m,p, 14a0. (Found: C,51,6$ H,4»6, Calc, for O^H^gCLSe: 0,31,41 H,4#9$),
Alquiet and Kelson (58) give m«p« 134 •
(b) Dlaniayl selenide (3 g,) wae triturated with hydrogen 
perealde (3 ml, 90/loc vole, oa, 30$), whan a vigorous 
exothermic reaction set in, The resulting dlaniayl seleniumdihydroxide (yield almost quantitative), after orystallsatlen 
from alcohol, had m,p, 148°, alone, or sdxed with the compound prepared in (a),
Shis ompound la not changed by heating at 2 2  C T  for 10 mla.
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Atemgtoi Hactlon betwen Dlanjayl aelenlum Bltordroxiae and 
Anisole* Dianlsyl selenium dlhydrcxida (Q#5 £•) and anisole 
(2 ml#) were heated at 130 - 150 for 10 hrs#| the red reaction mixture was treated with steam until no more anisole eame over# j She non-volatile residue was extracts iwith ether, on removal of the solvent there was obtained dianlsyl selenlde (0*05 g#), identified by sup# and nixed n#p# She ether-insoluble residue 
solidified to a colourles solid (G«4 g»), which proved to be dianlsyl selenium dihydroxide, also identified by n#p* and mixed sup# She experiment was repeated using the same quanti­
ties with the adition of a drop of water# Only a very faint pink colour d veloped, no dianlsyl selenlde was obtained, and 
almost al the selen&un dihydroxide (0#45 g*« 3^) was recovered#
naa baftiWHro lt-anlgyl Selanimr, DlhrAroxiao. Selcniun D.io*KL •md /jlemen t-ai .■ ©leniTDTn^.: . An aqueous acetic acid solution of jselenium dioxide containing in suspension selenium was pre­
pared as folows# Selenium dioxide (0#5 £#) was suspended in 
a mixture of glacial acetic acid ( 1 2  ml#) and water ( 1 2  ml#)# Sulphur dioxide was pased into the mixture for 2 mln#, there was a red precipitate of selenium but some selenium dioxide remained# A further Q#2 g# of selenium dioxide was then aded#
A smal portion of the mixture was heated nearly to boiling,
filtered from selenium and the filtrate tested for sulphur*dioxide by ading an aqueous solution of slenixsa dioxide#
There was no red col ur, showing the absence of sulphur dioxide in the mixture*
Dianlsyl selenium dihydroxide (0*5 g*) mm aded to the 
mixture and the liquid was boiled under reflux for 3 hrs#
After 10 air* the red colour had disapeared and the selenium 
had setled to the botom as a black powder* The mixture was | 
flteted hot fmm the precipitated selenium, the selenium was washed with a litle hot alcohol, and the combined filtrate 
and washings were alowed to col* There separated colourles plates (0*2 g*), m*p* 48 - 52°, raised after one crystali­
sation from alcohol to 5$ - 5lp, alone or mixed with dianlsyl selenlde* A further 0*1 g* of dianlsyl selenlde was obtained cn concentrating the filtrate* Bo dianlsyl selenium dihydroxide was rsovered*
dgtimatlonof the &ethoxyl groups In Dianlsyl Selenlde* As 
mloroanalyses for methoxyl gave consistently low results, 
(ftand: 01^,8.05,7*07* C^R^O^Se requires 01^,21.2%), it was decided to cary out a modified Zeisel determination on a macro-scale* The aparatus used is s modified form of that; given by Clarke (41) (Sea diagram next page)*
Carbon dioxide from a cylinder was pased through a simple mercury pres nire-regulating device and a weush-botle 
containing concentrated sulphuric acid into a 50 ml* conical
-  2 2  -
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ocontaining 5 col* of a mixture of aqueous hydriodic aold and acetic anhydride# Prom there the gae pased through the bent slde-axm A, which contained a litle of the same mixture, 
into the 10 ml# decomposition flask B# Into 1 had ben placed a acurately weighed amount (ca* 0*3 g*) of dianlsyl selenlde 
together with a mixture of hydriodic acid (b*p* 126 - 127°.
25 ml#) and acetic anhydride (15 ml#), the later in order to facilitate decomposition* B was boiled gently over a Bunsen 
burner and the flow of water in the condenser jacket 0 was so 
adjusted that the vapours pased over at X at 20 - 25°, this was read on the thermometer D*
Prom £ the vapours pased through two 25 ml* absorption flasks In series which were maintained at 45 * 50° in a water- bath* Hie first flask contained a litle red phosphorus suspend­
ed in water to absorb any fre iodine, aetlo aold or hydrogen iodide that had escaped condensation, and the tfeoend flask contained a aqueous solution of cadmium sulphate (10 ml*, 10%) 
to retain any hydrogen selenlde* Hie vapours then pased throu®i a one-way glas valve (to prevent sucking back) into 4 25*ml* 
conical flasks in series, each containing 3 ml* pure pyridine, 
to absorb the methyl iodide formed, and finaly through an 
empty fiaulf safety-flask and a 25 ml* conical flask containing dilute sulphuric aold (10 ml*) to abeorb pyridine vapours* The 
hydriodio aold - acetic anhydride mixture in the side-arm A meted as a trap*
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The reaction mixture was boiled until no increase in 
yel w colour wae observed in the pyridine flasks and heating 
was then continued for a further 30 win, The decomposition tok 2k hrs, in s3X$Only a very faint colour developed in the third pyridine flask and none in the fourth, There was a red preoipitate in the cadmium sulphate flask,
Tho pyridine mothiodid s formed was determined by diluting the combined ontents of the pyridine flasks with water to 250 ml, |boiling and ading an exces of aqueous silver nitrate solution of known strength (30 ml, oa, 0,1H), There was a yel w precipitate of silver iodide. The mixture ms acidified with nitric acid and the exces silver nitrate determined by titration with standard potasium thioynate fusing feric chloride as indicator, (Volhard*® method,)
Found: OCH. ,21,0,21,0, Calc,for 0CH^,21,2$,
Di-p-methoxyphonyl Ffrlnido#i The foil-' wing method of pre­paration was adopted from Leicester0 spreparation of diphenyl selenide (42),
Powdered selenium (32 g,) and powdered potasium hydroxide (48 g,) were ground together and heated at 140 - 150 for 
10 mln, when a thick red liquid was formed whioh was poured 
oa lo (60 g»), a red solution of potasium polysalenlde resulted
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£-anlsidlne hydrochloride (31*9 g#) disolved in a 
mixture of hydrochloric acid (31 ml#, 32$) and water (ICO al#) was dlazotlsed with a solution of sodium nitrite (13*0 g#) in water (50 ml#) below 5 • The resulting diaso-solution was run into the ice-cold potasium polyselenlde solution, heat was 
evolved and a thick red oil separated# The supernatant liquid 
was d *©antedt; heated to boiling and poured bank on the oil#The old mixture was extracted with ether (300 ml#), the ethereal extract dried with sodium sulphate and the solvent re­
moved# Tho bright-red semi-solid residue was disolved in 
aleohol, a mixture of yelow and red ptystals (9 g#) separated on coling# The mixture was extracted with boiling alohol 
(50 ml#), pale yelow plates (2#5 &•$ 8#5$) separated on coling* lap sated crystalisations from alohol gave colour­
les leaflets of dl-£-methoxyr henyl selenlde, m#p# 56 - 57°, alone, or when mixed with the dianlsyl selenlde prepared above#
l>i-o-m«?thoxyrhenyl disalafildo* In an atempt to prepare di-o-methoxyphenyl selenlde for purposes of comparison, ths 
above preparation was repeated, using the same quantities, 
but with o-emiaidine in plaoe of £-anisldins# from the ethereal solution a red oil was obtained which was disolved in hot al­
ohol# Or\ oo ling, the solution deposited d 1-o -m athoxyohenyl 
dlselenide* (6#5 g#, 17#5 ), pale yelow nedles, n#p# 83 - 84°# 
(found: C,4#9| H,3#7. ci4B|402E«2 Ct45#2| H,3#8*h
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2. gelftitJ-mulApj.d anol Ph^m'tolo.
Pi-P- ethoxyphenyl selenlde* A mixture of selenium dioxide
( 2 0  g*)» water (3*2 ml*f 1 mol* )f and phenetde (53 ml*, 2 * 2  ndJ! 
wa heated at 120 - 140° for 20 hra* The product, after treat­
ment with steam u til no more phenetde distiled over, soli­
dified to a red mas (20 g*, 35%), which wa repeatedly re- oryataliaod from alcohol (charcoal*) Dl-g-athoxyphenyl sele­
nlde was obtained in olourlea nedles (U g*, 19%), n*p*61 - 62°* (Found: C,60*3| R,5#$| 0C^H^t26*2* Calc* for 
G16Hlb°2^e: C,60*l| H,5*7| The ethoxyl we esti­mated as described above* Alqulst and Belson (38) give m*p*60 - 6 2 ° .
i^-p-ethcxyphcnyl selenium dibromide* Tho sdenlda (0*4 g») in chloroform (3 ml*) wa treated with bromine (0*5 ml*) On 
standing, the solution deposited dl-jg-sthoxyphenyl selenium 
dlbromide In bright red plates (0*4 g*), sup* 115° (dsomp*) Alquist and Mwm (38) give m*p* 17°*
hi^p-ethoxyplienyl selenium dihydroxide, (a) The dlbromide 
(0*7 &•) was triturate 1 with aqueous sodium hydroxide (15 ml*, 
39), The substanos gradualy lost odour, beeme pasty smd finaly set hard* After drying in air for 6 hrs* it formed a 
white powd r, m«p* oa*140°* After several roerystallatione from alcohol it w s obtained in odourles plates, ra.p. 172 -
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17'3°• (Found; 0,54,4; K,5*4# Calc, for cx6^ 200>4Se: ^t54,l; B,5»7$K Alquist and Kelson (38) give m,p, 146 - 1*48°,
(b) M-j^ethoxyphanyl selenide (1 g,) triturated with 
hydrogen peroxide (10 ml, oa, 30$) yielded a white powder, 
m»p,ca, 140° after air-drying, raised to 172 - 173° by cry­stalisation fro® alcohol, either alone or when mixed with the compound prepared in (a), field almost quantitative,
Ml^L4rAtethoxrahenyl alenido and Bjs-3:4-dimethoxyi^enyl diselani.de, A mixture of selenium dioxide (10 g,), water (1,6 ml, 1 mol,), amd o-dlmethoxybensene (25 g«, 2,1 mol,) 
was maintained at 130 - 150° for 20 hrs, The resulting dark red semi-solid was treated with steam and extracted with ether 
as described above, Cn removal of the solvent there wae ob­
tained a pink solid which proved to be a mixture of selenide ami dlselenide, These two products were separated by frmotional 
crystalisation from aqueous alcohol,
Of bot« solubla bit»-3:4-dj»itomihwiy? (1.5 S.,4*7%) oryotallsed In colonrles nodles, ro.p. 101 - 102,5°. (Found: C,54.1 JH,5«2» C^gH^gO-Be tvjvlni 0,54.41 H,5.TO).
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The les soluble bls-3: thoxYuhenyl ctisdenlde*
(12#9 g#, 66?) separated fruit alcohol in smal prisms, m#p# 1(9 
- 170°# (Pound: C,4#9| H,4#0# requires C,4#5*
K , 4 . 2 % ) #  ,• ••: z
B1b-3 :4-di;.!?thoxyi)hoM^, Sfleniur. fljhvdroxifle was obtained in 
almost quantitative yield when the selenlde (0*4 g#) was triturated with hydrogen peroxide (10 ml#, ca# Jgf), It se­
parated from alohol in colour les plates, sup# 170 - 172°# 
(found: C,49#7f B,4#8# requires C,49#6| H,5#2?)#
Treatment of the selenlde with bromine resulted in the formation of a brown oil from which no crystaline material 
could be isolated#
isSb3.wti.on8  ACM ana n-Ptoethojarbonzane.
»la-2:4-dlBK>thoxyphanyl selenlde, A mixture ef selenium 
dioxide (30 g#), water (4#S ml#, 1 mol#), and m-dlmethoxy- 
bemsas (73 ml#, 2 # 2  mol#) was heated at 120 - 140° for 26
9hrs# After steam distilation and ether extraction a pink 
solid (25 £•, 26%) was obtained, which, after repeated cry­stalisations from alohol (charcoal), yielded bis-2t4-dl»eth- 
oxyphenyl selenlde* smal odourles plates, m#p# 106 - 110°# (found: 0,34#6| H,5#2# CigHj^is requires 0,54#4| H,3#l*).
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Bromine does not combine with Hie selenlde directly to give an adition compound* When a solution of the selenlde in carbon disulphide is treated with bromine there is a co­pious evolution of hydrogen bromide but no coloured adition compound could be isolated*
SdttMlML AoM and 1-me thoxygaphthal ane *
Pl-(i-methoxynaohthyl) selenlde* A mixture of selenium 
dioxide (20 g*), water (3*2 ml*, 1 mol*}, and l-mathexy- aphthalene (64 ml*, 2*2 mol*) was hosted at 140 - 150° for 20 hr s. The resulting dark brown oil was treats iwith steam to remove unreactei ether and the water layer decanted from the viscous non-volatile residue* On ading a drop of ether and scratching, the oil solidified to s brown powder (20 g*, 28%), which on reory et al lsation from alcohol yielded dl- (1-methoxy- 
naphthyl) selenlde, yelow rods, sup* 137 - 138°* (found: 
C,67*4f H,4*6* Calc* for C2H18<V4*61 H,4*6%)*
Kichaelis and Xhaokel (39) give m*p* 138°*
Hydrogen peroxide did not react with the selenlde, bromine 
produced brown oils which could not be induced to solidify*
Hydrogen peroxide had no action on the selenlde*
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6* Selenlous Acid and 2-^ethoxroaohthalene*
Pi- (2-methoxmaphthyl) selenlde * A mixture of selenium 
dioxide (10 g#), water (1,6 ml*f 1 mol*), and 2-methoxy-naph- 
thalsne (35 «•, 2*2 mol#) was heated at 110 - 150° for 12 hrs* The resulting dark-re igum was treated with steam until no more 2-methoxynaphthalene cmm over* On standing, the non-volatls residue solidified to a hard red tar* Repeated crystalisations 
from aetohe-alcohol yielded dl- (2-methoxynaphthyl) selenlde,
(6 g», 17?), colourles nedles, m.p. 163°• (found: 0,6«9|
H,4#9# Oalo.for C2li602lSe: ct67#2* H,4#6?)# Miohaels and Kunckel (39) record m.p* 162°.
Hydrogen peroxide had no action cm the selenlde# With bromine dark-red intractable oils were obtained#
7* Selenloua Acid and p-Bromoariaole*
Pi-(5-btgono-2-nethexrphenyl) selenlde or dl-(2-broro-5-aethoxy-sfcawyl) selenlde# A mixture of selenium dioxide (5#5 g#),
water (0,9 ml#, 1 mol#), end £-bro»oanisole (20#5 g#, 2#1 mol#)was heated at 160-160° for 20 hrs# She red semi-solid product
was treated with steam to remove uareaoted ether# She residue
solidified on standing (5 g#, 22%)* Pi-(5-hromo-2-methoxy- phanyl) or dl-(2-byorao-5-methojqrphenyI)j selenlde separated
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from alcohol in colourles plates, sup* 150 - 151 * (found: 
C,37*3f H,2*9f Br,35*0* C^H^O^BrgSe requires 0,37*5! H,2.7| 
Br,35*4%).
Bis-dibromoKsthoxyphenyl selenium dlbromide* A solution of 
the selenlde (0*2 g*) in chloroform (5 ml*) was treated with a drop of bromine* There were fumes of hydrogen bromide and 
large red nedles of hlg^ibr^o^tboxypheiurl. selenium m.p* 123 - 124° (docosq>*) separated on standing* (found: 
hr,61*2* C^H^OgBrgSe requires Br,S2*3$)*
The bromine directly atached to the selenium atom a dlbromide was estimated by triturating the bis-&ibromomethoxy- phenyl selenium dlbromide with standard sodium hydroxide so­lution (0*29), filtering the colourles hydrolysis product and estimating the exces of sodium hydroxide by titration 
with standard hydrochloric acid* (found: Xr as dlbromide, 18*4,19*2* Calc* Br, 20*8%)*
8* Selehloua Aold and ^Dimethoxybonsenef Selenious Acid and Diphenyl ffrher*
A mixture of selenium dioxide, water and j^-dimethoxybet- 
aene yielded a pale yelow solid, »*p. 275 - 26(P$ which wa 
insoluble in al the usual solvents and mm therefore not
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farther investigated.
With diphenyl ether a pink intrnotable sed-solid was obtained.
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X. The Origin and Objeot of the Present investigation.
In ths course of work on the reaction of the Oliver salts of organle acids with bromine (43), it was found that o-phenyl- ethyl bromide in solution in carbon tetrachloride sufered rapid raoemlsatlon on heating with bromine and silver bromide# Mr similar conditions, roc ©mi sat ion was much les rapid 
with bromine alone, and was slight in the presence of silver bromide alone#
Several detailed investigations of the homogeneous race- 
misation of organic halides by halide ions are described in 
the literature and there are a number of indic tions of raoemi- 
satlon by heterogeneous halogen exchange, but the later has ben les thoroughly examined than exchange in homogeneous 
solution# Ths present investigation is an atempt to ascertain by el pie kinetic measurements on a number of systems Involving
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bromine, hydrogen bromide, various solid surfaces and c*-phenyl- 
ethyl bromide, the main experimental facts about the heteroge­neous racemisation of the later and to infer the mechanism of 
the raoemlsatlon proces#
In this discusion, the silver salt - bromine reaction is describe ibriefly, folows by a review of the mechanism of replacement reactions with particular reference to halogen ex­
change, and an acount of the present results and conclusions#
2# The Heaption of Bromine with the Silver Saitsof Carboxrlio Acids#
Silver salts of aliphatic or substituted aliphatic acids 
re&ot iwith two equivalents of bromine to give an alkyl bromide containing one carbon atom les than the original sold:
K#COAg ♦ Br^ —4 HRr ♦ AgBr ♦It la now generaly acepted that the reaotlon proceds with the intermediate formation of the aoyl hypobromite:
H.OOAg ♦ BTg —^ R#COBr ♦ AgBr, which then undergoes decarboxylation to the alkyl bromide ;
H B r  ( 4 4 ) •
The folowing evidence for the existence of aoyl hypobro- 
mltes ms obtained by Bokembler and Hofman (45) •Silver butyr te was shaken with bromine in carbon tetrachloride so­
lution and the roduet wag filtered *Hie silver-fre filtrate 
liberated Iodine from acidified potasium iodide solution, its bromine content mo one-half of that of a solution of bromine 
of equal oxidising power:
».0OMr ♦' 2HI —f vr.COGH • • I2,
as ompared with ‘»r2-+ 2M1 -) 2HBr ♦ Ig.
Farther, the butyryl hypobromite so prepared combined with 
oyolohaxene to give 2-broEQcyolohaxyl butyrate:
J% A
H,vC C H  fijC c u . 0 0 0 . 7 rM * * -* V, V°a2
Frloe (46), on the other hand, considers that thle reaction 
proede with a fre-radical neohanlam whioh does not Involve the intermediate formation of an aoyl hypobromitej
B C j  - * - +  2 B r <
S.COQAfi- ♦  B a >  »  H . C O O  +  A g B r
B . O O O * ---- »  0 0 2
»Tg-► RBr ♦ Br*
Arnold and Morgan (47) have pointed out that If thle me­chanism were corect the elver salt of an opticaly active 
aold, vdiere the oarbory-group Is atached to the asym&etrlo carbon atom, would yield a raemlsed alkyl bromide1 for the
radical Cabo would aamm a planar configuration and ad Btr 
to give d- and 1-CaboBr In equal proportions* They aeordlngly 
boiled a suspension of the silver salt of (♦) -Oethyloaprolc aold In oarbontetraohlorlde with bromine tor seven hours and -obtained opticaly inactive 3-bromoheptanei
°2,% v  «2*5CH.COAg e Mr. —^ AgBr * CO. ♦ OHBr
•qtf. »-»,VSimilarly, the silver salt of the (-)-aoid gave (♦)-3-bromo- 
heptane, These authors conclude that the bromine - silver salt reaction proceds through a fre-radical mechanism, the fre radical being raoemlsed in the proces.
This eonolusion canot be maintained in the light of a 7 
similar experiment by Arcus, Campbel and Kenyon (43), who al­lowed bromine to react with the silver salt of (+)-<$»phenyl- proplonlo acid, suspended in carbon tetrachloride| they ob­tained (♦) -«*phenylethyl bromide with 43*1? retention of optical activity. These authors showed that, since the (+)-acld 
and the (+)-bromlde have oposite configurations, the reaction proceds with inversion acompanied by racealsation and they 
sugest that it Is a blmoleoualr substitution by the electro- 
phlic reagent, positive bromine: cHPhenylpropionrl hypobromite 
is first formed, and two molecules of this compound react 
acording to equation (i) to yield ot*phanyl ethyl bromide, oarbon 
dioxide and two ions which combine to regenerate one molecule
- 3» -
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of <£>phenylpropionyl hypobromite:
(1) • 8 • /O-SBr H
ClIVhMe #CGoiiir + o - y - I c ;  * -£U C u m ^ . C o c *  + Hr-C- .o * CO,
fh* o Jh J♦ Br4folowed by GHJfc!Le#OlX)~ ♦ Br* —^ CHihKe #C0i)Br
(The symbol signifies inversion#) It is posible thatmolecular bromine nay react by a si milar mechanism (11) to 
yield c(r phenyl ethyl bromide, carbon dioxide, and ions whichrecombine to regenerate bromine:
• • 0(1) Br-SBr ♦ OHile-iCO-SBr Br* ♦ Br-OKPhMe ♦ cort ♦ Br • • • 2
i alowed by Br ♦ Br
Finaly, a mal conoentration of bromine ostlons may be either set up by reactions (i) and (i), or may exist in equi­librium with CKPhMe#COhr or with Br^, mad reaction my thorn 
proced by equation (il), in which ohphenylethyl bromide sad carbon dioxide are formed and bromine oat ion is regenerated t
(il) fir4 ♦ CHPhKe-JCOo-!Br Br-CHPhke * oon ♦ Br4.• • C
In eaoh of these reactions og»phenylethyl bromide is formed by an eleotrophilic blmoleoular substitution (S«2), which 
involves inversion of configuration (Hughes and Ingold, 48)# 
Reaction proceds through the transition omplex
Me. - f  ,Br... 9.
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In which the Br-C bond forms simultaneously with the relaxation 
of the C-CoOBr bond, and along the axis of the later, but at 
the oposite fae of the carbon atom.
the partial raoemieatlon of the resulting o^phenylethyl 
bromide is thought to be due to the notion of bromine and 
silver bromide on the opticaly pure cf-phonylethyl bromide during the period elapsing betwen lta formation and the end 
Of the experiment| and It was found in a separate experiment that opticaly active chphenyl«thyl bromide doea in fact 
undrg© raoemieatlon in the presenoe of bromine and silver 
bromide.
It is shown later that that the racealsatlor of c(-phonyl- 
ethyl bromid* In oarbon tatraofelorlde solution In the presenoe 
of bromine and silver bromide involves the formation of styrene dlbromide and hydrogen bromide. The organio bromide therefore 
raoemlee In the preenoe of bromine, hydrogen bromide, silver 
bromide and styrene dlbromide. The dlaouaeloa of thle rae- misation starts with a brief acount of the Waldan Inversion in so far as it has a bearing on raoemieatlon proceses. This 
Is folowed by a brief survey of the raoemieatlon of opticaly active organic halogen eompounds In the preenoe of the cor­responding halogens, hydrogen halides and alkali halides, fi­
naly the catalytic efect of silver salts is considered.
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3. ftaomisatlon and the wald«n Inversion.
la the Wald Inversion an opticaly active compound CabcX Is substituted by an atom or a group T which enters the 
molecule in a position diferent from that originaly ocupied by X, leading to a product of inverted configuration:
CabcX ♦ f TCabo # X,
It folows from this that when the substituting group Is 
identical with the displaced group X9 raoend sation wil result, for when half the number of moleoules of CabcX have ben cdi­
verted into XCabo there exists a raoemle mixture of equal amounts of CaboX and XCabo, and thereafter ths rats at which CaboX is changed into XCabo wil equal the rate of the oposite change, since there is no diference in the reactivities of optical isomers. Also, the velocity of rasmisation is equal to twice the veloity of inversion, since the inversion of £x moles of CaboX yields 2<5x moles of the raoemste.
Rueanimation by such a mechanism la therefore a speolal case of the Walden Inversion.
There le no direct corelation betwen sign of rotation 
mtA onflguretlon. I., the salts of laevorotatozy lactic 
sold which neoesarly have tho tans configuration as the sold 
are dextrorotatory! on the other h^nd, the diethyl eater of
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laevorotatory chlorosuoinio acid in itself lasvofcotatory* 
furthermore, the sign of rotation of tho solution of an opticaly active substance nay change with diferent solvents or at dif­
ferent temperatures or both* The fact, therefore, that in a 
reaction an opticaly active ocmpcund is converted into another 
opticaly active compound of oposite sign of rotation does 
not necesarily indicate that a Walden Inversion has ooured*
The criterion for the ocurence of a Walden Inversion is
(a) A compound is converted by two or more reactions 
into its optical isomer* B*g* (♦ )-chlcro sucinic sold with moist silver oxide gives (♦)-malic acid |this with phosphorus penta- 
ohloride gives (-)-ohlorosuoclnlo add (49), a Walden Inversion must have ocured in one or other of these two reactions* This 
was the first example of inversion, discovered by Walden in 1896*
or (b) Opticaly isomeric forms of a derivative are formed 
from an opticaly active compound by the use of diferent rea­
gents, or with the same reagent but und r diferent conditions* 
£*g* with moist silver oxide, (♦)-ohlorosuoinio aold gives 
(♦)-malic aold, but with aqueous potasium hydroxide it afords (-)-malic aold (50), a Walden Inversion mast have ocureJ with one of these reagents* Again, in the absence of a solvent,
(-)-of* phenyl ethyl alcohol reacts with hydrogen bromide at -80® 0* to give (-)-o^phenylethyl bromide, whereas at temperatures 
above -36 (♦)-c^phenylethyl bromide is rpoducad (51)*
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In these examples Inversion must have ocur ed during one 
or other of the two reactions, hut without further knowledge of 
fehs relationship betwen sign of rotation and configuration 
it is not known which reaction causes inversion and which re­
tention of configuration# Atempts to corelate sign of ro­tation and configuration have b*«n made, among others, by Ffsnkland (52) on the basis of a statistical survey# A ehenloal methd was used by Kenyon and Philips which established the 
configuration of many compounds with a god degre of certainty#
This method is based on the asumption that a chemical change which does not rupture a linkage of the asymetric car­bon atom canot alter the configujiration,whereas if one of these linkages is brokafc inversion nay ocur# K#g# (+)~t*-ben syl ethyl 
alcohol with i^tolue&esulphonyl chloride gives a (+)-£-toluene- sulphonate, with acetic anhydride a (♦)-acetate is obtained#
In both reactions the four bonds of the asymetric carbon atom presumably remain undisturbed and no inversion can have emcred:
06M5*0K2vcr0!?!:;°r:S02*C6H4*0H3 v ° 6 V CB2 V °*8<V C6K4*CI3 CHj' V CH-" "h ♦ HOI.She (+)-alcohol, (♦)-£-tol,ueneaulphonatei and (+)-acetate 
therefore have the came configurations# When the (+)-£-toluene- 
sulphonate is heated und er reflux with an alcoholic solution of potasium acetate, (-)~c*»bensylethyl acetate is produoed
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and this reaction therefore involves a Walden Inversion (53J •The £-toluene sulphonat es of many other opticaly active alco­
hol* have hem shown to react with potasium acetate and potasium benzoate with inversion of configuration# Furthermore, £-tolueneaulphonatea of these alcohols reacted with halide 
Iona (such a 01* from lithium chloride) to yield alkyl haldea of o posite signs of rotation to the original alcohols, and on the asumption that halide ions react analogously to acetate 
and bezoate ions, inverted configurations were asigned to these alkyl halides (54 )• That Inversion ocurs during halide ion exchange has ben established experimentaly by the work 
of Hughes and co-workers on the exchange reactions of 2-|i-otyl 
iodide and o^phenylethyl bromide with, respectively, sodium 
iodide and lthtun bromide (5, 56)#
Various theories of the mechanism of tho Walden Inversion 
have ben proposed, some of whioh are complementary rather 
than mutualy exclusive* These theories exhibit thre main tendencies which are exemplified as folows#
(1) The Initial formation of an adition product# The 
older theories, particularly those of Fischer, ferner and 
Pfeifer (57) were of this type# Meienheimer (56) consid' re that in the hydrolysis of methyl chloride the reagent forms 
an adition complex:
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V
(I)The chlorine atom is drawn eway from the carhon atom thereby enhancing it« positive character, thus enabling it to reot 
1th a second molecule of potasium hydroxide:
H  B x0 ..0 -Cl *•*. K-OH
K
V
( X I )The chlorine atom is now removed by reaction with the adjacent molecule of potasium hydroxide, and the molecule of potasium 
hydroxide atached to the K^C-resldue reacts, yielding a pro­duct of inverted configuration* In reactions in which anJoenc adition complex of type I is formed retention wil ocur, 
the adition complex of type I leads to inversion* This theory does not permit one to - rediot whioh type of complex wil form in any given reaction, and the eterio course of a reaction therefore canot be predieted*
(1) The initial disociation of the opticaly active molecule was discus© i by Lowry (59) f and by Kenyon and 
Philips (60) who sugest that the first step is the formation 
of a carbonic® ion*
\
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C6«13
1-onflguration
VHO
£•8. In the reaction of (l-)-2-n-octanol with hydrogen 
ohloridei
H-C-UH ♦ H’CI" > 01" H-C-O-H —ftV ♦ /
C H3 <*,
1-onflgnratlon
( M )
1-onflgnration
(I)
°6H13H-V/0 1
O B ,
1-configuration 
( 1 1 a )
/C6H134o-h
X  i fd-configuration
O
•1-C-H
A  ’ : 0 * 3  ’ '
d-conflgnration
( H I )
Dm (l-)-oetanol ads a proton to give (1) with 1-con- flgnration. This eliminates water to fora the carbonlum eatlon 
(I, 1a). If closely atended by chloride ions (Ha) this 
wil rsaot to yield the Inverted (d-)-octyl chloride (11). If 
conditions are such that the earbenium Ion does not lexiedlately
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react with chloride lone (IX), it fril osollate betwen the 1. ana d-conflgurations, yielding an opticaly Inactive octyl 
chloride* These athors sugest that If the ayanetrle radical separate as a positive carbonlum Ion during a reaction, the 
optical activity of the product arises from an Inversion| if It 
separates as a negative carbonlun ion the optical activity of 
the product arises from retention of configuration*
(11) The simultaneous adition of one group and removal 
of another was first sugested In an aoeptable form by Lewis 
(61). User and Bolanyi (62) distinguish betwen atack by ne­gative and positive Ions. Shea an alonlo group X*, sueh as OH' or halogen' Is atached to the aymnetrlo carbon atom, 
negative Ions wil aproaoh the resulting dirole from ‘Hie oposite end and inversion remits:
* aboC*-X* -Aj rabeO ♦ X“ ("negative nsehanlsm"), 
Positive Ions would in general not cause Inversion.
More recently, Hughes, Ingold and co-workers have sn- ployed the theory of simultaneous adition and disociation 
together with that of Initial dlsolatlon (48). Bimsleular 
substitutions by nuoleophllo (8,2) and eleotrophllo (Sg2) 
reagsnte wil lead to Inversion, because the transition on- 
plex (X) which lends to inversion has a lower energy content 
than the transition complex (I) which leads to retention of
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In the case of a compound such as abcC*-Cl~, both M*er 
and Polanyifs and Hnctes and Xfcgold’s theories predict that 
blmolecular atack by a rmoleophilic reagent wil lead to 
inversion* with a compound containing the ^C-l^!ie« group, 
however, a noleophllc substitution should, acording to 
Ker and To) anyi tcause retention of configuration since the 
electrostatic forces favour transition state (I), l*e* re­
tention* Acording to Hejtfwe and Ingold the transition state 
(1) would stil be prefered and inversion should ocur* This 
has actualy ben feund in the reaction of (1- )piper±tyl-tri- 
methylaEsnonium hydroaide whioh contains the group rC-K*Me^*
Thle substance on hydrolysis gave the coresponding alcohol 
iO-OH with inverted configuration (63)*
bhlmolectlar substitutions (*>j|lt S^l) proced in two stagea:(1) CabcX —^ Cabc* ♦ X* ] y *(2) C*abo ♦ f —^ Caber J
configuration:
Ter a anlmolecular aletrophlie substitution (8J.) th*> char- ge are reversed throughout• The^carboxylation of aolds may proced by such a mechanism (63a) :
B . C C X T  ----» R m ♦  C 0 „  1
♦  - -  ’  j
—  4 8  —
la the first step a carbonlua Ion Is forme t, this step is re­
latively slew and therefore rate-determining# In the second 
step, whioh is fast, the reagent reacts with the oarbonitmi lea# 
If the ion is relatively long-lived, which wil be the oase 
if it ie stabilised (e#g# the phsmrl greap stabilises the car­bonic® cation formed fwm ot-phenylethyl halides) or if the reqptivlty of the medium ie low, or if the reagent is present in great dilution, the carbonic® ion wil have time to asume 
a symetrical configuration and predominant raoemisation wil ocour# (64) #If the life of the ion is short, the receding group wil in general shield the ion from atack by the reagent 
on the side to whioh this group wae atached, and adition wil ocur on the other side yielding ana Inverted though partialy 
racemiaed product# In some oases, charged substituents present 
in the molecule temporarily asolate with the asymetric car­bon atom at the face orposite to that to whioh the receding group was atached, whereby the entering group combines at the original site, when retention together with reemieatlon re­sults# Thus in the unlmolecular substitution of the oMxromo- propionate ion by OH* or OUe* almost complete retention of configuration is observed: (65)
0
m W l *  a♦ Br > 0 C-Ofl0 .•  • • c
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talmoloular and blmoleoulsr mechanisms may oenr si­
multaneously, one meohsnlsm may predomlata oar even operate 
to the exelusion of the other. Bimoleular substitutions, then, 
wil lsad to complete inversion, whereas unlmolseular substi­
tution wil lead to Inversion or retention aeompanled by ra- 
eamlsatlon. These predlotions have ben verified by Hughes 
and Ingold and o-workers for the hydrolysis and aloholysls 
of 2-n-otyl halides, o-phenylethyl halides, and c£-broaopropi­onic sold, Its salts and Its methyl ester (48).
4. »>oemlsatlon Reaotione of Opticaly Active OrganicHalogen Compounds.
The first recorded example of tho racemisation of am or­
ganic compound containing halogen ie the autoreoeoleatlon of 
cetera of bromosuoclnlo acid and other <*»halogenated organic acids over a period of several years (6)# Wagner-#Jaureg 
(67) showed that this was due to treoe of the orespondlag 
hydrogen halides, the esters of pure acids do not mo anise# 
Holxnberg (68) studied the raoemisatlon of bromosueoinlo acid 
In aqueous solution in the presence of sodium bromide or of 
hydrogen bromide# He found that the velocity of raoemleation 
we Independent of the nalrare of the cation of the inorganic 
bromide and he concluded that the raoemleation was caused by
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bromide Ion exohange with partial Inversion* This mat eventu­aly result In complete raemleatlon for the exohange reaction wil continue Indefinitely*
Wagner-Jaureg (67) Investigated the raoenleatlon of the 
methyl eater of opticaly aotlve bromosueclnlo aold In aoetone and methyl alcoholo solution in the presence of hydrogen 
brafde. He found that traoes of other halogen lone alao oauaed racemi satIon. K.g. a solution of potasium broalde In aoetone was oa. 7 x lo”4 H with respect to the potasium bromide| 
a solution of sodium chloride la aoetone contained such a mal amount of ohlorlde Ion that lt could not be determined by tl- 
txmtlon. She adition of powd-red metals such as silver, coper, and mercury Inhibits the raealsatlon. Charcoal, sliver bromide and lead bromide also acted as inhibitors. Wagner-Jaureg at­tributed this to the formation of Insoluble metal bromides or to adsorption of bromide lone. He explained the raoemlatlon 
by asuming initial ionisation of the aold under the Inductive influence ("Induktionswlrkung") of a halide Ion, folowed by enolsation. Since the enole form of the aold Is symetrical raoemlatlon wil result:
RO. 0 
0Hal-O-H
opticaly active
CH2.C0R Hal X CHg.COQH 
opticaly active
Hal^ ^  OH,*®®®®
rmoemle
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When the "Inductive" halide ion is removed, the hydrogen ion 
reataches itself to the carbon at on*
In suport of this theory Wagner-Jaureg pointed out that the methyl ester of <*»ohlorophenylaoetlc aold wa ra- eadoed in aloholo solution in the presence of oalolun 
chloride, but the ester of <X*ohlorophenylnethylaoetlo aold, 
which is not eapable of enolisation, was opticaly stable under these ondltlona*
Cto the other hand, Center and Ward (69) observed that 
B-bromo-B-phenyIproplonie aold, the onolio form of whioh is 
stil aejmaoti 1.c: MtihrCH*01l»cC^[, raoemlsod in the presenoe of hydrogen bromide in aoetie aold solution* These authors 
consider that a snail proportion of the optloaly active aold loses hydrogen bromid* and is converted into olnamlo aold, 
this would eventualy lead to couplets racesd.cation, for oln- nanio aold reenbines with hydrogen bromide to yield rensnto fl-bromo-B-phenylpropionio sold*
The theory that raenisation is due to enolisation fi­naly had to be abandoned when many instances were discovered 
ef alkyl bromides whioh did not contain oxygen undergoing 
raoemieatlon in the presence of halide ions. Urns, S-g-amyl 
iodide and 2-n-hexyl iodide in acetone solution raoemie in 
the presenoe of disolved sodium iodide (70)* In this oase
m btnoleoul&r nsohanl cm M>o Holmberg*s was sugested but with ] the diference that each halogen exchange ooured with inversion 
A blmolecular halogen exchange mechanism with inversion was
]alec sugested for the raoemleation of 2-n-hexyl bromide and 
of dimethyl hremosuoinate with lithium bromide, and of dimethyl Qhlorosuecinate with lithium chloride, in homogeneous alcoholic or aoetone solution (71)#
Dirot prof that the raoemleation of oMialogeno-aelde and of alkyl halides by the apropriate halide Ion in solution ia due to blmolecular halogen exchange with inversion of con- figuration was obtained by Hughes and o-workers# They mea­sured the rate of halogen exchange betwen (^) -2-n-otyl iodide and sodium iodide containing radioactive iodine, in 
acetone solution, by determining the increase with time in the radioactivity of te organic iodide# They also determined te 
rate of raoemleation of (+)-2-&~0Qtyl iodide polarimetrioaly, in te presence of sodium iodide und^r the same conditions#The rate of iodine exchange equaled te rate of inversion (i#o# half the rate of raedsatloa), showing that halogen 
exchange canoes racemisation (5)# Similar results woro ob­tained for the exchange and raced cation reactions of opti­caly active a-phenylethyl bromide with lithium bromide (56), 
end of o^broneproplonlo acid with lithium bromide (72)#
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The velocity constant for a raoemlsation reaction due to a bimolacular exohange reaction proceding with Inversion la derived a folows.
She exchange reaction is
k «(+)K1 + I —Zft (-)XH ♦ X (a-x) b x b
Let the original concentrations of the o p t i o a l l y  active 
substance and the reagent be (a) and (b) moles, respectively^ 
after tine (t) let (x) nole of HX have sufered inversion, then (a-x) moles of (*)KX remain| the onoentration of X Is stil (b) moles.
Brfe of inversion: * k^b (a-x),
iMaes (x) moles have ben Inverted, (2x) molesbf raosictc have forned.
Hats of raoemlsatlon: *|^« - a| « 2k2b(a-x), where (a-x) la the number of unInverted solas remaining.
b, X, aro Ind pendent of t| let k^ ■ Zk^bi k- is tho 
observed flrst-ord r velroity constant for the raoemleation reaction:
H X *  HXj.
< ® - f )  jr
the symbol * signifies optical activity, an! indicates optlMl Inactivity.
9)m  o r i g i n a l  co n c e n tra tio n  o f  o p t l o a l l y  a c t iv e  n ebstan ce  
l a  (a) m o les, a s  b e fo r e j  a f t e r  tim e ( t )  th e r e  are  (y) molea 
o f  o p t i c a l l y  I n a c t iv e  su b sta n ce , ami ( a -y )  molea o f  o p t l o a l l y
>5'. u v ' * '• "‘t * 47 h f *.C; * '•*’ • T* v 7
a c t i v e  su b stan ce remain
Mata o f  ru e em la a tlen : j| ■ k^(a-y), where ( a -y )  l a  th e  
number o f  o p t i c a l l y  a c t i v e  m o le e m e a ln ln g .
** °C* °t W the observed rotatory powers at the begin­ning and after tl e (t), respectively, thon
♦ 0, where C la theIntegration constant
when t • 0, y • 0, kjt » -In(a-y) ♦ 0 C - ln(a)
.  0ka-y o^
•"* kl*rlnCo
k
It ia sen tliat both the races! sat ion and the inversion 
are expresed by a first-order type of equation*
The homogeneous racemisation of c£»phanylethyl chloride 
at rom temperature in the presence of omplex-forming metal 
halides suoh as the chlorides of meroury 9 sine, titanium,
IV III oyvl Yboron, tin ,and antimony , in a variety of advents
(benzene, ether, ethyl acetate, acetic acid, acetone, nitre* 
benzene, nitromothane) was studied by Bhme and fod and orf 
(73, 74)* They found that these metal ohlorides were much more 
efective than either hydrogen chloride or lithium chloride, 
and that these two substances inhibited the raoemleation In
the presence of the ohlorld s of tin, mercury, and zinc, almostcompletely# In general, they found that the vel city of raoe- 
misatlon increased with the dlelectrio constant of the solvent# Since the quantity of the catalyst remained constant the race­
misation reaot lone were kinetic aly of the first order# These 
authors postulate the formation of a complex betwen the organic 
chloride (101) sad the metal chloride (MSI):
KOI ♦ KOI RC1...1SC1 h [#CiJX XThe omplex then lonlse
a f i e c i g ] ; ^  r +  ♦
mend the carbonium cation asumes a planar configuration• The
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first stop (equilibrium I) is ooasldmd slow and tate-deternin* 
lug sad th© third (equilibria® II) instantaneous# The inhibit­
ing action of hydrogen ohlo^id and lithium chloride la atri­buted to coup lex formation with the metal chlorides in onpetl-
V ,tion with the organic chloride# Acording to these authors, 
a high dielectric constant of the me titan influences ("beln- 
fluast*) equilibriuBiXi though this is oposed by the tendency of the natal chloride to asociate with the solvent# This point 
is not mad* quite clear#
The re©misation is certainly not due to disociation 
of the ofcphenylothyl ehlorlde into styrene and hydrogen chlo­ride, for BOhsae quantitatively recovered tha organic chloride 
and he obtained no styrene# Koreover, under the conditions of thi racemisatlon experiments styrene and hydrogen chloride did not react#
It anat be pointed out that the kinetic results of this 
investigation agre equaly wel withathe suposition that 
raoesisatlon ie due to a bimoleculur halogen exchange ( Sg2)§ 
or an 5^1 mechanism, or a combination of both, the proportions 
of £jgl and Sg2 d pending on the nature of the solvent# It 
ben shown above that a raoemlnation baed on an 3^2 halogen 
exohange is kinetic aly of the first order#
mechanism nay consist of a alow, rate-d©t©raining
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ionisation of tho organic chlorido promoted by the presence Qf the metal chloride: this la klnetlcaly of the first ordr*
(1) KOI > * Cl"
folowed by raentsatlon of the earbonlvm cation and Inter­action with the natal chloride;
(U) H* ♦ MCI- } MCI ♦ U*tor the second step may be
(1) MCI ♦ Cl*  } KClj*
I* ♦ MG12* —f MCI ■* MCI.
It is known that the phenyl group in a-phenylethyl halides promotes the Sgl mechanism (46)*
An example of the raoemlsatien of an opticaly active alkyl halide by halogen atoms is the thermal decomposition of opti­
caly active 2-butyl iodide (75)* This compound is not changed, either chemicaly or opticaly, by heating at 150-180°| but 
when it is heated at this temperature in the presenoe of 
iodine, raoemieatlon ocurs* This reaction is almost completely 
heterogeneous tit has a lew temperature oefioient, typical of heterogeneous reactions, and the vel+oity constant could be 
inoreased by inoreaslmgwthe surface area of the maotlem vesel* 
Hie raoemieatlon apears to be caused by interaction with 
iodine atoms sn the wals of the containing vesel*
When the opticaly active butyl iodide was heated alone
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at 240-280° it partialy decomposed into butane, butylene, 
and iodine:
Use iodine forme *cause iraoesdsatlon of the tmd©composed 
butyl iodide# Ml raenisatlon, ocuring en heating the 
butyl iodide alone, was found to be a homogeneous blneleoular 
reactioni it is ascribed to bimolecular halogen ate® exchange:
An example of the true autorac©mination of an alkyl 
halide is the slew raoemlsation of q-phenylethyl chloride in 
liquid sulphur dioxide solution (70)# liquid sulphur dioxide 
la as strongly ionising solvent! the organic chloride ionises 
into chloride and carbonic® ions and the later asume a pla­
nar configuration, on recombination a raoemie product is formed#
Thus continue tblmolecular halogen exohange yields a 
raoemlo halidef and further, any form of unimoleoular ex­
change, since this involves the halide being in equilibrium with a proportion of (planar) carbonic® ions, necesarily 
causes progresive raoemlsation#
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5* Heterogeneous Catalysis by Silver Halides^
The catalytic action of silver bromide was discovered
by tenter (76) in 1910 for the hydrolysis of methyl iodide 
and for the hydrolysis of c^brominated acids in the presence of silver nitrate in aqueous solution:
—f HCH(OH) #G0H ♦ AgBr ♦ HJiOj 
where H » C8, sad C^M^#
tenter found that aded silver bromide or silver iodide 
acelerated te reaction, the catalytic action of the silver halide depended on its physical state §it was greater when the silver halide was produced in situ than when aded to the 
reaction mixture# The catalytic efect me greatest when it was finely divided, thus presenting a large surface#
The aloholysis cf benzyl bromide by silver nitrate in ateyl alcoholic solution was found to be oatalysed by the 
silver bromide formed in the reaction (77)#
Kapaxma (78) confirmed tenter*8 results for the hydrolysis 
of sodium cSrbromopropionate by aqueous silver nitrate# He ob­
served a period of induction, the rate of the reaction is very 
smal until an arprelable quantity of silver bromide has 
formed# the reaction proceds almost entirely on the surface
R C H B t r # e W ) H  ♦  A g N G j  ♦  H g O
• 6 0
of the suspend *d silver bromide 4when this has coagulated and 
setled to the botom the veil city of the reaction decreases* 
Kapana observed no diference in reaction velocity when the 
reaction tok place in difused light or in tho dark* He con­
cludes that the reaction ocurs betwen u-brooproplonate ions 
and silver ions on the surface of the silver bromide on which 
both ions are sparsely adsorbed*
fta hydrolysis and aloholysls of (-)-2-n-»oetyl bromide and aqueous alcohol with suspended silver oxide or disolved
9 Xsilver nitrate or silver acetate ,and the hydrolysis of 
(-)-<*• phenyl ethyl chloride in aqueous acetone with suspended silver oxide were shown by Tngtini^ Ingold and K+sterman (79) 
to belt heterogeneous reactions, catalysed by the slher halide produced, and - in the case of silver oxide - catalysed by that substance as wel* The reaction takes place on the surfas 
of the silver halide and silver oxide betwen adsorbed silver 
ions and the adsorbed alkyl halide* The result is inversion of configuration acompanied by racemlsation (up to 30% in the 
case of octyl bromide, and up to 97% for o-phenylethyl chlo­ride*) Similar results ware obtained for tho methoxylatlon 
of methyl a-bromopropionate with silver nitrate in methyl al­
coholic solution, the hydroxylation of the acid with silver 
nitrate in dilute nitric aold solution, the hydrexylation of 
the acid and its sodium salt with an aqueous suspension of
•Utmt oxide, and th« hydroxylatlon of the acid and Its sodltm 
salt with a suspension of silver oxide in aqueous acetone (80)# 
Again, the reactions are partly or osrpletely heterogeneous, 
oc uring betwen silver ions or <*»bromopropionate ions or methyl c*-bromopropionate molecules adsorbed on the surface of 
the silver oxide and the silver bromide formed in the reaction# Reaction of the methyl ester of the opticaly active acid led to inversion acompanied by raoemleation up to 27 41 in the case 
of the aold or the salt retention of configuration with up to 72? racemisation was observed# these results are analogous 
to the results obtained for the homogeneous tmlmolecular 
hydrolysis and alcoholysis of this acid and its eater# Hnjties and Xngold consider that te oarbon-halogen bond of the ad­
sorbed halide is stretched and weakened, enabling an adsorbed 
slher ion- to remove the halogen# The oarbonium cation then 
reacts with an adsorbed reagent or solvent molecule# As in the homogeneous reaction, the greater stability of the Fh&eBC4 ion than that of the RexylKeW* ion leads to more 
extensive racemisation# The presenoe of the negatively charged CO* group in the otbromoproplonate ion * oauses retention of 
configuration, whereas the non-ionised COQKe substituent brings about predominating inversion#
* iSven in fairly strong acid solutions the reaction betwen silver nitrate and bromopropionlo aold proceds through the anion#
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(♦)-«*• Ihenylethyl chloride In bensene solution when shaken ;
with silver nitrite yields a largely raoemlsed alkyl nitrite 
(81), in harmony with the heterogeneous ionisation of the organic halide on tho surface of the silver salt, folowed br 
racestlsatlon of the earbonlum ion*
The weakening of the earbon-halogen bond by silver 
bromide has also bpen demonstrated by the rearangement in carbon tetraohlorlde solution of 2-bropobloyclo-(2:2:2)-octane 
to 2-broaobioyolo-(1:2:3)-otane in the presence of silver bromide (82). The folowing mechanism is proposed for this 
rearangement:
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1. t« Data Initialy
, As mentioned on page 39, a-phenylethyl bromide in carbon 
tetraohloride solution raoemises in the presence of bromine 
and silver bromide* The folowing experiments were caried out 
by Arcus, Campbel and Kenyon (43)* (♦ )-cWPhenylethyl bromide in carbon tetraohloride was heated under reflux for 1 hour with silver bromide and bromine (0*7 equivalent) the reco­
vered Ophenylethyl bromide was found to be 9*8% raoemised* 
During the experiment some hydrogen bromide was evolved, indicating the ocurenoe of bromination* From a similar expe­
riment in whioh silver bromide but no bromine was used, there 
was obtained, after heating for 3 hours, <*»phenylethyl bromide which was raoemised only to the extent of 0*64* A similar ex­
periment in which bromine (2*0 equivalents) but no silver 
bromide was used, gave, after 3 sad 19 hours, respectively, 
38*4 and 9*0% rnoemlsatlon* Thus racemisatlon is rapid 
when bromine and silver bromide are present together, slower with bromine alone, and slight with silver bromide aims*
These authors conclude by saying: "The mechanism of raoe- 
nisation of tfrphenylethyl bromide by bromine, with catalysis
P A M  II.
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by silver bromide, is uncertain# It nay be due to blmoleoular 
halogen exohange • • • • • Alternatively, it nay be due to a 
fre radical reaction:Br 4 Brg —) B* ♦ hr« # Br* folowed by R* ♦ Br* —) HBr *
Zt was therefore thought desirable to oary oat a more detailed examination of this raoemisatlon, in particular 
with ragardi to the oatalytio rftle of the silver bromide# It 
was hoped that a kinetic study of this raoemisatlon reaction would lead to some conclusions regarding its mechanism# In 
the folowing pager there is described, first, an elucidation of the various factors involved in the raoemisatlon of 
ct-phenylethyl bromide in the presence of bromine and silver bromide, and seondly, a kinetic study of the raoemisatlon 
und -r conditions les complex then those whioh arise in the 
bromine-silver bromide system#
*. Th* Brwparution of Opticaly Active g-Phenylethyl igtaide aflfthv General Xethod of Conducting toemiatlon acporiaentB
(♦)- end (-)-<*T>henyl ethyl broalde ne obtained in 404 
yield by the action of phosphorus oxybromide on (•)• and (+)- 
c^phenylethyl alcohol, respectively# Has bromide of the highest
highest rotatory power, obtained from optloaly pure alcohol, 
had of ♦ 130*96° (1, 1*0) \the highest recorded rotation 
of the broalde is c^8 ♦ 131.4° (1( 1.0), (83).
In the raoemisation experiments it was not necesary to 
use opticaly pure ct-phenylethyl bromide, and specimens of ths 
(♦)- and (-)-bromide of rotatory power ranging from 15*61 
to 65*48° (1, 0*5) were employed* The bromide wa identified by its boiling point and refractive index fs table giving the 
refractive indices of pure (♦)-a-phenylethyl bromide at 
various temperatures in the range 17*25 is included in the experimental section* It was found that ths rotatory power 
of a solution of the bromide in carbon tetrachloride bears 
a linear relationship to the concentration for the range 2.5-10# *«
Al racemisatlon experiments were caried out with 10 
or 20 ml* of a 10% solution of the opticaly active bromide 
in carbon tetrachloride, maintained at 73*4 ♦, 0.1 in a thermo­stat* fthen a racemisatlon reaction wa conducted in the pre­
senoe of sn aded solid the reaction flask was shaken mecha­
nicaly, sinoe preliminary experiments had shown that solid 
catalysts were much les efective when alowed to remain 
setled at the botom of the solution presenting only part 
of their surface*
. . . . . . .  - -iA 10$ solution is one containing 10 g* of the bromide in10 ml* of solution*
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IHiring the experiment smal portions of the solution were 
withdrawn from time to time and examined in a polarimeter# At 
the end of an experiment, the u-phenylethyl bromide was recover­
ed by removing the solvent by distilation, folowed, when 
necesary, by distilation of the bromide#
2«. Fqptors Involved. in the jiacamlation of orPbonylothyl Broalde in tho Jyosano of Hroatoa and SUvwr ftp—ld».
when a .40$ solution of of-phenylethyl bromide in oarbon tetrachloride, to which 1#0 equivalent of bromine had beam 
aded, was shaken with silver bromide at 73#4°» raoemisatlon ms very rapid §the solution lost 92-96$ of its rotatory power during the first tour, and raoemisatlon was complete 
after 3 hours# During the experiment hydrogen bromide was
dot ikWrievolved# 9rm the reaction, (+)-*»ptienylethyl bromide sad 
a solid bromine-substitution compound, colourles nedles, 
n#p# 72-73°, was obtained#
The sane soldi, which we opticaly inactive, together 
with hydrogen bromide mo formed during the raoemisatlon of ot-phenylethyl bromide with bromine alone, but in this oase 
the solution had lost only 40$ of its rotatory power after 4 hours#
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The solid bromo-compound, m#p« 72-73 * was also obtained 
by the action of bromine on (♦) -cf-phenylethyl bromide in the 
preemge of a litle iodine# On oxidation with potasium per­manganate the bromo-omround yielded benzole aold, indicating 
that substitution had taken place in the sld+-ohaln# It ap­peared probable that the eompound was styrene dibromide, m#p# 
73°# This substance has ben prepared by flahium (84) by tea action of bromine on (♦) -c^-phenylethy 1bromide in direct sun­
light, or in difuse daylight, or in te dark, at 0°, or cm 
heating on the ste&m-bath# Styrene dibromide was therefore 
prepared, by the action of bromine on styrene in chloroform 
solution, and proved to be identical with te bromo-compouad 
obtained in the racemisation experiments, by melting point and mixed melting point determinations#
The racemisation of <*»phenylethyl bromide in the presence 
ef bromine and silver bromide therefore involves the combined 
action of bromine, hydrogen bromide, etrama dibromide, and silver bromide# These various factors canot be completely 
Isolated, for the action of bromine on the organlo bromide 
necesarily involves the formation of hydrogen bromide and 
styrene dibromide# But it ie posible to study te folowing separately:
(!) the optical stability or otherwise of c(r phenyl ethyl bromide in carton tetrachloride solution at 73»4°j
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and Its optical stability or otherwise in the presence of
(1) hydrogen bromide,
(il) styrene dlbromide,
(It) silver bromide,(▼) hydrogen bromide together with styrene dlbromide,(vi) hydrogen bromide together with silver bromide.
When the eatalytle action of silver bromide we realised it was decided to cary out racemisatlon experiments In the 
presenoe of other solidsi
(vli) hydrogen bromld together with ohsreosl,
(vll) hydrogen bromide together with powdered glas,(Ix) hydrogen bromide together with potasium bromide,
(x) hydrogen bromide together with silica.
L u a t j r a g M s w M i J U M S i i t t p  i C f c t t H a m i  i u i i J i
I t o L f t f w  s L M s
(1) Optical stability of oHjhenvlethyl bromide in carbon tetra-
©  ’■chloride solution at 73.4 .
A 10# carbon tetrachloride soltion of the opticaly 
aotive bromide was shaken mechanicaly for 2 hours at 73,4°,
It showed no les of optical activity, nor any lose In woight.
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indicating that the eonentrftiori of the solution had not 
dunged during the experiment*
(i) i<ic«miation of opticaly active c^pheuylothyl hrolde In the presence of hydrogen broalde.
when psire dry hydrogen bromide, mixed vith hydrogen, 
me pased eontlnously into a 10 solution of the organic 
broalde In oarbon tetrachloride at an average rate of 2*3 
greats per hour, the rotatory power of the solution slowly in­
creased. This was found to be due to evaporation of toe solvent whioh causes the solution to become progresively more concentrated* when the gaes were pased Into pure oarbon
. ft-x T  '& -'£* ■ ■ '■ .tetrachloride under toe sane conditions o similar evaporation
, zd v;., • : , . ■ ' iof oarbon tetrachloride was observed. After corecting for toe j 
progresive raoemisatlon of toe solution it ie found that 
hydrogen bromide causae 10% roenleatlon during 5 hours, toe otphenylethyl broalde reovered fra tola solution after 
washing with aqueous sodium oarbonate and removal of toe sol­
vent under reduoed presure (without the use of porous pot *) 
was found to be 20% raoenlsed, an lnereaoe of 10% In raeomlo- 
atlon having oeurad during the isolation of toe Ir aside.
* It was found that when the (unwashed) solution la heated under reflux In toe presence of noreue pot (to prevent bumping), er when it is evaporated by pasing air through it, Retentive raoemisatlon oours.
' • ‘
to’ ■ - J
XThe racaxisetion ie kinetlealy of zero order, the velc-
*i icity constant is O.CQElf molts litres min . Ths sero ord r 
of ths reaction led to the suposition that the fceaotlon la 
heterogeneous, taking place on the sails of the reaction vesel 
on which the reactants are sparsely adsorbed* It is shown later 
that the veloity onstant and also the kinetio order of the 
reaction can be varied by increasing the surface area of the reaction flask.
(il) Optical Stability of o^phenylethyl bromide in oarbon tetrachloride solution in the prssim of styrene dlbromlde* j
%A solution in oaTben tetrachloride cf the opticaly active 
bromide (10$) together with styrene dlbromlde (5$) shewed no los in weight or optical activity after being maintained tor 
2 hears at 73*4°*
ahen opticaly active ovphenylethyl bromide was distiled
• : --- -V  .. jlat 8®A3 in the presence of styrene dlbromlde it sufered39$ racemisation.
Hence* under the conditions of the i aosmlsetIan experi­
ments styrene dlbromlde has no efect on the optical stability 
of obphenylethyl bromide In solution* but it causes racemisation on distilation.
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(It) KaeBlacloB of cepkecyletfcyl bromide in the presenoe of aHver brad.de*
Arose, Campbel and Kenyon (49) observed only 0,6# ra­
ced sat ion after boiling a solution of opticaly satire oephenyl- 
ethyl bromide (7 g.) in carbon tetrachlorid (40 ml.) with powdered silver bromide (5 g.) for 3 hours. Tram similar ex- 
perirento caried out at 73«4 it has now ben found that the action of Oliver bromide varies with its age and phyeloal 
state. Thus, a spaeinon of dry powdered silver bromide whioh had ben kept for 3 months (0.65 g.), when shaken with a so­lution- of ths (-)-bromide (0.8 g.) In carbon tetrachloride 
(8 ml.) sensed almost no raesmlsatlon during 2 hours, freshly prepared silver bromide caused 39# racemisatlon In 2 hours 
(2.0 g. AgBr In 10 ml. of a 10* solution in carbon tetrachlo­ride of c*phenylethyl bromide) 1in a similar experiment 22# 
raoemlsatlon wa observe! after the first hour and thereafter the rotatory power of the solution remained constant.
(v) Iteemiatlon of omphenylothyl bromide in the presenoe of hydrogen bromide and styrene dlbromide.
Hydrogen bromide when pased into a solution of the 
tptloaly aotive bromide (10#) in the presenoe of styrene di- 
bromide (5#) caused more extensive racemisatlon than in the 
absence of styrene dlbromide. The reaction is *g»<w kinetlcaly
*of zero-order, the veloity owatwt being 0*0095 aolM
#■ * *litres’*1 wtn."1, i*e* tho veloity constant la six tines 
greater than that for tho racemisation with hydrogen bromide 
slone* 9n rwasnleatlon again apears to be httmpMen, bet 
no obvious explanation for the catalytic action of the styrene 
dibroalde —— sto itself* In this experiment the partialy raenisod c*-phenylethyl bromide wa not recovered fre the 
solution a It has bam found above that it raosniaes whan 
distiled ia the presence of styrene dlbromlde*
(vi) Hacsensation of owphenylethyl bromide in the presence of
* •hydrogsn bromide M silver bromide#
The catalytic ofset of silver bromide on the racemisation 
of QH»hemyleVhyl brede in te presence of hydrogen bromide is very striking# ten a ourban tetraohlarlde solution of the 
optiesUy active bromide (10?) containing in suspension powdered 
silver bromide (20?) was ahnken mechanicaly and hydrogen
0bromide w.s pased into It at 73*4°, raoenl nation was oaplete 
ia 30 niBstos. She raoamlsatlou was ae rapid that it could not easily be folowed pelarimotricaly and it wa therefore 
net posible to establish its kinetio order rigidly| bat sines, in ths presence of charcoal and powdered glas, the raenl- suta.cn with hydrogen bromide teas klaetloaly of the first
order, it was asume ito be the ease for this reaction*
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9m first ord r velocity constant is C#3 min#~*# In ths first 
10 minutes rue ml sat ion is 290 time as fast as with hydrogen 
bromide alone#
Racesdsatlon of o-phonylethyl bromide in the presence 
of hydrogen bromide and silver bromide apears to ocur 
on ths surface of the catalyst cm whioh the reactants are 
strongly adsorbed#
(vi) Raoemleatlon of otrphenyletfcyl bfcomlde in the presence ef hydrogen bromide end absorbing charcoal#
Tfcdb strongly surfac©-active substance was tried nast#
It wae found that charcoal alone under the conditions of the 
raoemisatlon experiments did not cause raoemisatlon, but 
that it absorbed some of the organic bromide from the solutlem, 
both at rom temperature and at 73«4 I the rotatory power of 
the solution therefore decreases# Hie optical activity of the 
recovered ot-phenylethyl bromide, however, was found to be unchanged#
Raoemisatlon of the bromide in the presenoe of hydrogen 
bromide and charcoal la klnetloaly of th© first crderi the vel city constant is 0*068 minl\ whioh is a litle les them 
a quarter of the velocity constant for the hydrogen bromide - 
silver bromide raoemisatlon# As with silver bromide, the 
charcoal provides a surface for the reaction betwen the
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strongly adsorbed organic bromide and hydrogen bromide*
(vii) Haoesdsaticn of <*®phenylethyl bromide in tho presence of hydrogen bromide and powd red glas*
l  ewd red glas al* no does not absorb o-phenylethyl bromide 
nor does it cause racemisatlon* when hydrogen brcmid© was pasgd 
ontinously in to a solution of the bromide (1*0 g*) in carbon tetrachloride (10 ml*), whioh contained in suspension 
pandered -yrex glas (1*0 g*)t the mixture being shaken me­chanicaly at 73*4 « racemisatlon ocur ed and was almost as
fast as in the expert! ent with hydrogen bromide and charoal* i'ho reaction is kinoticaly of tha first order, Jr. « O.U45 Bin 
The surface area of the powdered glas was estimated to be 
710 ♦ 70 on /g* The surface area of the reaction flask In 
cntsot with 10 ml* of a solution in the experiment with hydro-
7 -r . Z - 2 —benbromidalone is 19 cm• Thus, when the surface area of
the re ctlon vesel is increased 38-fold by the introduction of powdered glas the racemisatlon with hydrogen braids 
beo/temea kinetioaly of the first order* This is strong evidence for the view that the raoemieatlon ocurs on the 
glas surface on whioh the c^phenylethyl bromldi and the hy­drogen bromide are sparsely adsorbed*
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(Ix) Kacemisation of t-phenylethyl bromide In tho presence of hydrogen bromide and potasium bromide.
like glas, potasium broalde alone causes neither raa- 
mlsatlon nor absorption of drphenylethyl bromide. Its oataly- tie -ctiori on the raoemisatlon with hydrogen bromide Is similar 
to that of styrene dibromide In that the raoemisatlon remains klnetioaly of saro order, k# ■ 0.026 mols litres*1 mln.*1, as ompared with kQ = 0»Q0Olffar ths racemination In the 
presence of hydrogen bromide and styrene dlbromlde.
(x) Action of powdered silica.
It was expected that silica would also oatalyse the ra- 
oemisatlon of <*>phonylethyl bromide in the presence of hydrogsm 
bromide, but this substance absorbs toe organio bromide so 
strdngly f> on its solution in carbon tetrachloride (4 g. of
• * 4powdered silica absorbed oa. 1.5 6. of o^phanylethyl bromidein 5 minutes), that the raoemisatlon experiment could not be
/caried out.
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5. Kscealaotlon of <*.Ph<?py leter! Bror.ide In the irosenoe
tf finwirai
When e 10? solution of <-phe»ylcthyl bromide in urtm tetrachloride is heated at 73#4 wifch one equivalent (0,S Ml#) 
of bromine, hydrogen bromide le evolved, end racemisation 
ocurs and continues until al the bromine has reacted (ca#
2 hours), the rotatory power of the solution then remains 
almost constant# After 2 hours ths solution has lost 48? of its optical activity# The ot-phenylethyi bromide recovered 
from the eolutlon after 4 hours, by distilation, was 54? racemlsed# Opticaly inactive styrene dlbromlde was also iso­
lated# The rasmisation folowed no simple kinetic law#
Xn a sjbliar experiment, the solution lost 31? of its 
optical activity during the first 2 hours, and 39? after 4 hours, the recovered o^phenylethyl bromide was 72? racemlsed#
The folowing points arise:
(1) Since relatively litle hydrogen bromide is formed 
during the reaction (Q#2g# Hr per 1#0 g# of dr phenyl ethyl 
bromide originaly present) and part of it is sen to eseape, and since the raoemlslng action of sben a large amount of 
lydrogen bromide in the presence of styrene dlbromlde ie oqbk
f .V *W : . / '  K 'yl to- ■parstlvely alight, it is not likely that the hydrogen bromide and styrene bromide formed would cause 40? racemisation in
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(1) A large part of the los of rotatory power of the 
solution mat therefore have ben caused by the bromine, 
which can be troutfit about in two ways# Firstly, by raoeal- satlon of the o^phenylethyl bromide, by, presumably, exchange 
of bromine atoms |and secondly, by reaotlng with part of the opticaly active euphonylethyl bromide, replacing this optloaly active substance by styrene dibromide, the isolated 
specimens of which were in every oae optloaly inactive, there­by oausing the rotatory power of the solution to decrease#
The second alternative certainly operates, the first is^i 
uncertain.
The styrene dibfomide isolatea was always inactive, even 
before purification# In the second experiment, the <#»phenylethyl bromide erlginaly had ♦ 53,03° (1, 0,5), al the bromine had reacted after 4 hours sad the rotatory power of the solution then had of its original value. After removal of 
the solvent und*r reduced presure at ream t sap avatars, ths 
residue (0,7 g,) had ♦ 24 ♦ 0,5° (1, 0,5), this dst«n&» 
nation was dificult as the residue was discoloured# on di­stils tion of this residue, there was obtained (+)-q-pheqyl- 
ethyl bromide (0,4 g«)» o^° ♦ 14,38° (1, 0,5), l#e# 28$ of its original activity. The crude residue from the distilation (0,3 g,) sm disolved in ethyl alcohol, the solution was
2 hours#
opticaly inactive# Prom the eolation pure (•)~8tyr ne dibriwrtls 
was obtained# Since It has ben found that euphonylethyl bromide 
raoemlses when distiled in the presence cf styrene dlbromlde*, 
te value of the rotatory power of the recovered «-phenylethyl bromide has no quantitative significance#
It has ben found in a separate experiment that if 
styrcme dlbromlde (G#5 g#) is disolved in (> )-c(-phenylethyl
bromide (0#7 g#) of # 53#G3° (19 0*5)$ tea resulting
2,0 • . "■- '/L ysolution has c^ ♦ 35#90 (1, G#5)#
In the above experiment styrene dlbromlde (o#3 6#) was disolved In ofphenylethyl bromide (0#4 g#) and the solution 
had ft5 ♦ 24 ♦ 0.5° (1, 0.5).
The folowing aproximate calculation permits an estimate of the optical activity of the ce-phenylethyl bromid in this mixture:
we have: c^phenylethyl bromide of cU ♦ 53*03°,"diluted"in the ration yields a value + 30#9°, the observed
value being 35*9 I ten the rotatory power of te seomd so­lution, 24°, is multiplied by te fraction and
ten the value ♦ 36° (1, 0#5) is obtained! this represents 
32? racemisation, and agres roughly with the observed 39© 
racemisation of te solution#
This comparison is permisible Only In so far as the sty-
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ran© dibromide produced was in fact opticaly inactive, l#t« on the suposition that the resides before distilation did 
not contain any optloaly active styrene dibremlde whioh then rftoeml&ed completely during the distilation of the cK-phenyl- 
ethyl bromide# It also makes the sJjtfLifloatioa that the residua 
consisted of ct»phenylethyl bromide and pure styrene dibromide 
only#
(ii) There is another point# Initialy an amount of bromine equivalent to the c*phenylethyi bromide (Br^ i OH>hMeBr :; lil) ms present in the solution and after 4 hours no fre 
bromine remained, yet the solution had lost only of its optical activity during that time# If half the c^phenylethyl 
bromide had ben withdrawn from the solution throu&i its conversion to styrene dibromide, and, In adition, the remaining 
o^phsnylethyl bromide was racemlsed to the extent of 32$, one 
would expect a much lager decrease in the rotatory power of 
the solution# It is thought that this discrepancy is due to the observed fact that part of the bromine escapes reaction 
by evaporation# The proportion of phenyl ethyl bromide in the residue after the experiment is higher than would be the case if al the bromine had reacted| found: o^phenylethyl 
bromide : total residue * G#4 : G#7 ■ 0#57# Calc#: 0#41#
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Suming up, a solution of ot-phenyXethyl bromide la 
oarbon tetraohlorlde when heated at 73,4 in the presence 
cf bromine loses 39$ of Its rotatory power In 4 hours# This 
is due to
(1) withdrawal of part of the ct-phenylethyl bromide 
from ths solution by reaction with bromine resulting in ths 
formation of styrene dibromide and hydrogen bromide)
(i) raosmlsatlen of the unroaotad ctr phenyl ethyl bromide with hydrogen bromide and styrene dibrorde, and posibly also with bromine#
<ira?o»|glg.iagl. SawMft-la °Pof tfomlna and surer Brocldo.
As in the oas of the raoeninatlon of c*-phenylethyl 
bromide in the presence of hydrogen bromide, the catalytic 
efect of silver bromide on the raoemisatlon in the presence of bromine is pronounced, though not as striking as in the 
hydrogen hr snide emergent# In the first 10 minutes in the 
present# of this oatalyst 64$ raoemisatlon ocurs, which is 
six and a half times as fast as in the coresponding uncata­
lysed raoemisatlon# substitution again ocurs, leading to 
the formation of styrene dibromide acompanied by hydrogen
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bromide* She raoemisatiom ie complete ia 3 hours| kineticaly 
it ie of te ord r 1*8, the velocity constant being k^ ^ *
0*28 moles**0® litres*0 8 min#*# In erne experiment a quart mr ol the bromine initialy present had not reacted during 3 
hours iin smother experiment no bromine remained after 4 hours#
The much greater veloity of racemisation in the presence 
of silver bromide can be acounted for by te combined action 
of hydrogen bromide and silver bromide which has ben shewn 
to be very efective* so that it is not posible to say whether silver bromide catalyses te direct raoenising action 
of bromine on ct-phenylethyl bromide#
la significance la atached to the kinetic order of 1#8, which is an empirical value satisfying the observed courseof the raoemleation, and it Is pointed out that, whereas in the 
ractmlsatlon experiments with hydrogen bromide the concen­
tration of hydrogen bromide reacting with o^phenylethyl bromide remained constant and the raoemisatlons are kinetloaly of 
ordzero or 1, in this experiment the amotr t of hydrogen 
bromide available was smal and the hydrogen bromide evapo­
rated eontinanely, and te kinetics of the reaction no 1 ngsr foil w a simple law#
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As pointed out above, the foregoing experiments do not 
provide an answer to the question: Would bromine raoemlse 
drphanylethyl bromide in the absence of hydrogen bromide?
If it were posible to study the efect of bromine on an 
optloaly active alkyl bromide similar to that-e# of-phenyl- 
ethyl bromide, important evidence relating to this question could be expected*
Since, in the oase of c^phenylethyl bromide, bromine atacks the slde-chain in ^reference to the aromatic nucleus 
it was considered posible that, under the onditlons of the 
racemisatlon experiments, bromine might not react with a compound of the typre H#C'HBr9 where H,Kf are aryl groups*
The compound chosen was £-chlorobenahydryl bromide, ths (+.)~ form of which w s prepared by the action of phosphorus 
oxybromide or aqueous hydrobromio aold on (;♦ )-£-ohlorobenz- 
hydrol* It was found, however, that this bromide was atacked 
by bromine* When a 10% solution of (+.)-j^hlorobenshydryl bromide in carbon tetrachloride, containing one equitnlent
of bromine, was hasted at 73*4°, hydrogen bromide was evolved
• ^and after 3 hours 35% of the bromine h*d reacted*
Moreover, when an atempt was made to prepare opticaly active £>ohlorobenzhydryl brcmi&e by the action of phosphorus
cxybromide in the presence of pyridine on partialy active 
(+)-£-chlorobenzhydr©l (85) in carbon disulphid* solution, 
the resulting £-chl«Bbenshydryl bromide was opticaly in­
active though the carbon disulphide solution from whloh it 
was Isolated was slightly lasvotatatory# This result is 
atributed to the tautomeric electron release by the phenyl 
groups which is enhanced by the chlorine atom in the para- position, this (+f)-efect wil favour the formation of a 
carbonlum ion during the substitution reaction causing ex­
tensive raoemleation.
The folowing mechanism is tentatively proposed:
+ Br~
Br
"O-FOBrH
01
CHBrPh(raoem ic)
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8. atawarv and Conolesiona.
Dm nalti obtained in the raoamlatlcn experiments an
■ - \maarlMd in tho Table below, to ponltlato column lists 
to extant of rasenlsatlam tolas tho first 16 nlmrts of to experiment, these ▼aloes have bon obtolnei fine ths graphs.
In to last olnsn those values ore compared, to valna for to
?raenlsation with hydrogen brostlde alone being taken as unit?, 
to figures In to Inst olusa compare extents, net veleoltles, of rsoemlstlan) th# aro therefore not proportional to to 
velocity constants though they ate In the sons ordor of rela­tive agnltnde.
H aoecdsatlon  o f  IhM eO n r  
i l l  tltO pTQiH* iKHf o f t l o
o rd er
v e lo ­
c i t y
co n sta n t
K xten t 
r o c  an a. 
In  f i r s t  
10  n ln .
0 0
R e la tiv e  
e x te n t o f  
r s e s n la a .  
In  f i r s t  
1 0  n ln .
* 2 - m
■41
#
1 0 .0 30 q
I r ,  ♦ AgBr 1 .8 0 .28 6 4 .0 19 2  7
n r 0 0.00016 0 .3 1  *
n r  ♦ s ty r e n e  dlbrom lde 0 0.00095 2 *2 T
AgBr oo oo — 4 - 1 2
n r  ♦ AgBr 1 0 .3 9 6 .7 290 t
HBr ♦ c h a r c o a l 1 0.068 4 6 .7 1 4 0  e
BBr ♦ powdered g la s s 1
*»
0.045 3 6 .2# 109 t
HBr ♦ K ir 0 0.0026 5 .6 IT
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The powerful catalytic efect of silver bromide both in 
the raoemleation experiment with bromine end in that with hydrogen brede ie most striking# Charcoal and a suficiently large glas surface catalyse the reaction to about the same extent, and potasium bromide in the presence of hydrogen 
bromide is about twice as efective as styrene dlbromlde and 
hydrogen bromide#
In the present work with hydrogen bromide, te gae wa
opased contincrasly into the solution throughout each experi­
ment# In tele way a steady state of saturation of te oarbon tetrachloride with hydrogen bromide was maintained, so that 
te active mas of IfcBriwas constant throughout. The concen-*W ofttratlona ef such saturated solutions at 25 and 73*4° were 
fsund to be 0#87 and 0#10g g# Hr/10 ml. solution, respec­tively# The elotrlcal resistance of these solutions and that of oarbon tetrachloride at were found to be identical and 
of te order ef 1#1 x 107 ohms# Since there are virtualy no M* and Br~ ions in hydrogen bromide/carbon tetrachloride 
solutions, racemisation by bimclecular halogen exchange in homogeneous solution is excluded, and te smal ionising power 
of oarbon tetrachloride renders any form of homogeneous uni- 
moleoular ionisation most unlikely#
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OR these grounds, and In Ties of ths narked eoeleretlng efect of the adition of poed-rwd glas, the rmoemlstlon of 
c#*phenylethyl bromide by hydrogen bromide in the abense of aded solids is considered to proced on the glas mals of the flask, since the reaction is klnetioaly of zero order it 
is infered that the reagents are sparsely adsorbed on the surface which is is always saturated with reactants so that ths 
number of molecurfles of ths organic bromide roeedslng in a given time is constant. It is shown in Apendix I, page 198, that when the reagents are very sparsely adsorbed the raosml- 
satlon reaction la klnetloaly of zero order. When the reagents are strongly adsorbed it la shown that the reaction is kins- tloaly of the first order with respect to the organic bromide provided that the amount of hydrogen bromide in the system 
remains constant whioh is tho case in these experiments•
Racemisatlon in the presenoe of the catalyst potasium 
bromide is #S mors rapid but again of order zero indicating 
that the reaotants are sparsely adsorbed on the surface of that substance. Wo mechanism is advanced for tho alight oata- lytle action of styrene dlbromide.
with charcoal and with powdered glas, by means of whioh
the glas-surfaoe is increased 96-fold, the rneomlsation is
kineticaly of the first order. The first-order kinetics imply that o^phenylethyl bromide is more strongly adsorbed on the
A knowledge that raemlstlon ie klnetloaly of the first order does net permit distinction betwen tmlmole- ular ionisation and blnoleolar substitution In the pre­
sence of a constant active mas of hydrogen bromide (or Iona derived therefrom), because the later mechanism ie also 
of first order with respect to oH>henylethyl bromide.It is posible that on the surface of these catalysts 
(charcoal, powdered glas, potasium bromide) whioh aro 
les efective than silver broalde (discused below), the 
raoemisatlon proceds by a heterogeneous font of blraole- 
euiar substitution:
h-Ur iC-Br Mr -^4 I4 Br-O- H-Br Br* —> Br-Cf
B r-B  • • • .  Br-H  Br-H .  .  .  .  .  .B r -K  HBr HBr HBr
The surounding onoentrstlon of hydrogen bromide molecules permiting substitution to oour with a vary transient 
existence of the H* and Br* ions.
The catalytic efect of silver bromide on toe xaoemlestlan 
with hydrogen bromide difers from that of toe other solids 
employed In tost this Is toe only ease 11 which toe catalyst
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surface of these catalysts.
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alone brings about racemisation. This later racemisation 
■ajr be due to bronid- lona adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst, or it nay be due to bromide ion exchange betwen 
adsorbed <*»phenylethyl bromide molecules and silver bromide, 
i.e. bromide ions normaly present equal in numbers to the 
silver lona, without any exces due to adsorption, furr (86) 
has demonstrated, by the use of sodium bromide containing radioactive bromine, that there is a bromide ion exchange 
betwen silver bromide and bromide ions in aqueous solution.He also found that the rate of bromide ion exchange depended 
on the age of the silver bromide, freshly prepared silver broadr being ths most efective. After a time bromide ex­
change oeased. He also found that hardly any exchange tok 
place when the silver bromide was coated with an organio dye suoh as methylene blue.
Adsorption on to the silver bromide stretches and weakens 
ths C-fer bond of an o^phsnylethyl bromide moleoule, enabling it to exchange with a bromide ion adsorbed on the surfaoe of 
the silver bromide or with a bromide ion from the latloe of the silver bromide:
Sf S-Hr~ lo Hr...Ag Q ) Btr-Cl B r'A g
> This meohanlsm is a heterogeneous bimoleoular exchange, 
further, there are established examples (79, 80), discused in
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the review section of this thesis, of the uninoleoular dis­
sociation of organic halogen compounds on the surface of sti­
ver compounds, and it is therefore posible that some
ocurs during the present experiments involving silverbromide, whence racemisatlon may ocur by a unloleoular a
#wel as a blmolecular mechanism*
However, the much greater rate of racemisatlon by hydrogen bromide/silver bromide as compared with that by silver bromide 
alone, points to atack by hydrogen bromide, or by adsorbed bromide ions derived therefrom, since racemisatlon by a uni- moleoular mechanism, in which ionisation is the rate-control­
ling step, would not be acelerated by the introduction of 
hydrogen bromide* It is therefore probable that racemlsaticn 
by hydrogen bromide/silver bromide proceds in the main through the foil wing blmolecular heterogeneous mechanism:
ionisation CJ&eFhlr Ci&ePh ♦ te
(b)
<c>
HBr
The function of the Ag* ion in losening the C-Br bond may also be performs 1by adsorbed H* ions:
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(o) Br’
(d) H-Br ~
yC  ‘"Br • *TO— 4’...H+ -24 SBMJf HBr 
 -flL^ H+ Btr-Cr or
HBr
These meohanlsms do not exclude a further posibility 
that, oa the surface of the silver bromide, the ftnotion of 
toe hydrogen bromide may be to provide a concentration of
(planar)folowed by ”0* ♦ Br ■ ■) yC-Br(raoemle)
a mechanism analogous to toe 8,1 MUte of homogeneous halogen exchange, hydrolysis and alcoholysls.
The raoemisatlon of a solution of optloaly active cC-phenylethyl bromide In the presence of bromine Is on- 
oludod to be due to the folowing factors1
(1) Withdrawal of optloaly active cephanylethyl bromide 
by conversion into styrene dibromlde, whioh Is probably 
optloaly inactive, acompanied by the formation of hydrogen bromldey
adsorbed H Ions which asist unlmolecular Ionisation!
(1) Raosnlastlon of to unreaoted optloaly active
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drphenylethyl bromide by hydrogen bromide in the presence of styrene dlbromlde formed as In (1)|
(il) Posibly, direct racemisation of the unreacted 
c^phenylethyl bromide by bamdns# This last point is uncertain but it receive# suport from the observation that opticaly 
active 2-butyl iodide undergoes a heterogeneous racemisation 
In the presence of iodine (75)• Also, it has ben shown by 
liberators and fig (87), and Peri and Daniels (8), by the 
use of radioactive bromine, that an exchange reaction takes place in the absence of a solvent betwen bromine and ethyl bromide# There was no exchange at rom temperatures but exchange oc ured at temperatures above 350 •
It Is posible, therefore, that there is an exchange of 
bromine atoms betwen brsains and c(-phenylethyl bromide, in which oase raoenisatlon would be expected to ocur#
Finaly, the catalysed racemisation of opticaly active 
o^phenylethyl bromide in the presence of silver bromide and bromine is ascribed to the folowing factors:
(1), (1) and (il) as above, with the further posibility 
that silver bromide may oatalys the exchange of bromine 
atoms, or bromld* lens, betwen o^phenylethyl bromide and bromine#
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(iv) Silver bromide is a very efective catalyst for the racemlsatien of c^phenylsthyl bromide in the presenoe of 
hydrogen bromide, formed as in (1) 9
(v) Silver bromide alone esetes racemisatlon of cC-phenyl- 
ethyl bromide, but the efect is Irgular and probably rela­
tively unimportant* In the bromlne-alver salt reaction the silver bromide is formed in situ® and its raceslsing action 
is probably not negligible*
Of these factors, (iv) is considered the moat Important*
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ah m#p#s and b#p#s are uncorected# in mm cases boil­
ing points were read on s thermometer container in a mercury 
thermometer pocket, experience has shown that these always 
give low readings# Unles stated otherwise, thermometer
pockets ware net used#**
Unles stated otherwise, rotatory powers were determined 
in 0,5 dn tubes#
Preparation of Optloaly Active ofrFhenvlothyl Bromide#
(a) Resolution of (a)-ohFhenvlethyl Alcohol#
The method employed is that given by Downer and Kenyon 
(89), but the sMimts of solvents used difered some what#
tA>) -cfrlhenylethyl hydrogen nhthalate# A mixture of
(♦)-c(-phenylethyl alcohol (95 g«, b#p# 20°, m#p# 17°,
17°nj 1.5262), phthalio anhydride (15 g», 1 mol#) and pyridine 
(61 #5 g«, 1 mol#) was heatel on the steam-bath for one end a half hours when al the phthalio anhydride had disolved# Mat­ing was continued for a further hour and the coled viscous liquid was diluted with an equal volume of acetone and poured,
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with stiring, into a mixture of crushed le (ca* 2 1*) and 
concentrated hydrochloric aold (115 ml*) Hie oil solidified 
within 20 nlantes* Hie solid wa filtered, washed with water, dried, and twice recryatallsed from bensene* fSiare wa obtain­
ed (^)-ohphenylethyl hydrogen phthalate, (194 g*, 92%), smal 
olourles nedles, m*p* 106 - 106 •
(-)-<Hphenylethyl hydrogen nhthalatc. Anhydrous brCelne 
(M3 e«, 1 mol*), wa aded in 4 portions to a hot solution of the (+)-estar (194 g*) in acetone (150 ml*) After eaoh portion hod ben aded the mixture was wormed and shaken until al the brucine had disolved* The crystaline brucine salt 
began to separate while the solution was stil hot, it was 
filtered next morning* Shis salt (A) wa obtained in colour- lea nedles (259 g*)* n.p. 141 - 145° (dootsp.). the salt A 
woe twice reoryatallsa ■from the minimum amount of methyl 
aoetate, it then had m.p. 152 - 154° (d»oea*«), (12 g,)
A further 50 g. of the emit A of m.p( 152 - 153° (d*oemp«) 
wa obtained on working up the methyl acetate mother liquors*
The combined brucine salts (152 g*) were stired into a 
smoth paste with acetone and decomposed by ading a solution 
of concentrated hydrochloric sold (34 ml*) in water (160 ml*)• 
The product wa stired into crushed ice (oa* 2 1*), when a 
thick white oil separated and the bruolne hydrochloride die-
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solved in te molting lo# The water was poured of from the oil and replaced twice by fresh 2 l.-lots of crushed ice) tea 
oil solidified after 48 hours to a white powder (61 g#), m#p# 
8Q°# flie dry powd r (61 g#) was boiled with dry oarbon dlsul­
phide (450 ml#) and the resulting solution was left overnight in an unstopered flask# Kent morning, crystals of (+,)-c£-phanyl- 
etoyl hydrogen phthalato (14 g», m#p# 105°) had separated, 
whioh were filters d of# The filtrate was concentrated and 
patrol ether aded to incipient cloudines# te liquid wa cleared by arming| on coling, crystals cf hltely opticaly active (-)-«-phenylsthyl hydrogen phthalate sojfltated# These were again fred from the racomic ester by fractional crystali­sation from oarbon disulphide# Finaly, there was obtained 
opticaly pure (-)-c(-phenylethyl hydrogen phthalate (39 g#), 
m#p# 84°,[o0^ - 64*14° (1,2f o,4*90 In oarbon dlsulphide), fine odourles nedles#
(+)-d-Fhonylethyl hydrogen phthalate# te acetone filtrate fren the brucine salt A was concentrated to 350 ml# when smal 
hard crystals of te brucine salt of {♦)-c(-phonyl©thyl hydrogen 
phthalate separated (190 g#), m#p# 10 - 102° (decomp#) tese were reorystallse ithre tires from te minimum amount of 
acetone# te resulting salt (145 g#, m#p# 105° (d©eomp«)) was decompose with dilute hydrochloric sold as described above, 
te ester solidified after 3-4 days# It was purified by two
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fractional crystalisation!* from oarbon disulphido a described 
above# There me obtained (♦ )-c*-phenylethyl hydrogen phthalate 
(32 g,), fine colourles nedles, sup, 84°,[c()^d ♦ 63,43°(1,21 o,4,8 in oarbon disulphido,)
tr,h ar* atejsbskx <->- <♦>-•100-hols were obtained in nearly quantitative yield by hydrolysis 
of the (-)- and (♦)-hydrogen phthalate, respectively, with 
aqueous sodium hydroxide (51, 2,5 mol,) in the old, the re­sulting oil was distiled with stem, the distilate saturated with salt sad extracted with ether. The ethereal solution was 
dried with sodium sulphate, the solvent was removed and the residue distiled. There was obtained (-)- and (♦ )-ot-phenyl- 
ethyl alcohol, b#p# 90°/l an#, with the folowing rotatory 
powers in the homogeneous state (1, 1 dm):
L.Z alsfihPl
47 - 4.35° ♦ 43.68°
4Ja - 52.8* ♦ 51.80°
(b) fhosr>hon> Oxybromldf^
The method employed la that given by Garard, Heohvatal and fyvil (90),
Ihoephorue pent&bxonide (obtained by droping broniM Into
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ice-cold phosphorus tribromide) (127 g*) Just covered with 
dry ether and coled to - 15° •Isopropyl alcohol (17*7 £•» 1 
mol*) was aded drop by drop with vigorous shaking* When 
adition was cosqfte there was a clear red solution* After 15 minutes at -15°, tho ether and lsopropyl bromide were re­
moved at the pump and the residue distiled in an aU-glas 
aparatus* then the tesftrsture of distilation had heone 
steady the condenser and receiver were changed* the phosphorus ©xybromi&e solidified in the condenser to olourles plates 
(62 g*, 73%), h*p* 75*76° A2 sn*, »*p* 54*5°# Gerard gives s«p« 5#5*56°*
The substance fumes in air, it was used imediately for Hie folowing preparation*
(a) (+)-g-Hiany3.ethyl brondae.
(♦)* and (-)-c(-phenylethyl bromide were prepared by the action of phosphorus oxybromido, in the presence of pyridine, 
on (-)- and (♦)-ofphenylethyl alcohol, respectively* (Dr* Ger* rard - private comiaunication*)
Biospheres oxy bromide (17*2 g*, 0*6 mel*) in oarbon di- 
sulphide (20 ml*) ms aded drop by drop to a solution of 
(-)-drphenylethyl alcohol of -4*35° (1, 1 dm), (1 g*, 
i sol*) and pyridine (14*4 g*, 2 mol*) in oarbon dlsulphide
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(40 ml# )at -10 ♦ A vigorous reaction set in and a white Mild 
separated imediately* After 2 hours the solid (27 £•) was fil­
tered and the filtrate washed with dilute sulphuric acid (2 x 25 ml*), dilute sodium carbonate (2 x 25 ml*} and water 
(2 x 25 ml*) Zt v**0 dried with potasium carbonate*
The oarbon dimlphld* was removed at the pomp and the 
residue distiled* Share was obtained (♦)-cG-phenylethyl bromide 
(7*0 g., 42$), b.p. 86-87°/l mb., B^1 1.5605, d|2 ♦ 130.96°* - . _ L' JO V(1, 1 dm)* Gerard gives b*p* 89° A4 M, 1*579*
As cf-phanylethyl bromide atacks ruber, glas joints or waxed corks were used in the distilation* ftany specimens 
of tho opticaly active bromide sufered sMsssd some los la 
rotatory power on redistllatlcn*
16) (*)-c<-Jbenyl«thyl bromide.
(i)-c(rtenylethyl fcroaid* was comraniently prepared by the slow distilation of a mixture of (+)-o(-phenylethyl alohol (20 g*) and aqueous hydrobromio sold (12 g*, b*p* 126°, sp-gr* 
1*49)* (91)* te colourles distilate was extracted with 
ether, the ethereal solution was wash®i with dilute sodium 
carbonate (2 x 25 ml*) and water (2 x 25 ml*), and dried write 
potasium carbonate* The solvent was removed and the residue
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distiled, the fraction boiling at 84-8°/l mm, (21 g, 7 0 $ )
1 7 °  -being colected, it then had n» 1,562,
fA portion of this <+)-o(-phenylethyl bromide was twice 
redtlled, it then had b,p, 84-84,5°/10 m,, n? 1,595,
ye) YeBrpyrntur© variation of the Refractive index of qfrHienrl-
athyl Bromide#, -
In order to provide a standard of comparison for the re­
fractive indices of various specimens of ot-phanylethyl bromide whioh are given in the folowing pages, the refractive index 
of the above pure specimen was determined at one-degre inter­
vals in the range 17 - 25 , with an Abd refraotometer#
t° “»
17 1.563418 1.5629
19 1.562520 1.561921 1.56141.5609
23 1.560424 1.5925 1.595
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B M m in k n o M  fflpiatBiiatfs 
1* Beagonts#
nro&ine# Bromine was kept over phosphorus pent oxide for 
3 days and distiled from fresh phosphorus pentoxlde# A so­lution of this bromine in oarbon tetrachloride was standard­
ised with sodium thiosulphate, its strength was 2 #03 If*
Oarbon tetrachloride* Carbon tetrachloride was dried with 
oalolum chloride, distiled from fresh caloium chloride, dried with phosphorus pentoxide and distiled from fresh phosphorus psataxide* It wa kept over phosphorus pentoxide mad distiled 
tasodlately before use#
silver bromide# A slight exces of aqueous potasium 
bromide (16%) was aded to aqueous silver nitrate (16%), the precipitated silver brosde wa mstisrt by thrice boiling with 
water and filtering, and it was dried at 106°. Al the operat­
ions were performed with the exolusion of light, as far ae 
posible# The silver bromide was ground to a powder#
wilioat B*D*H* silica was finely powd *red and dried by 
heating at 150°/2 m* for 2 hours#
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Abaorbdns nhwrowl. B.V.H. sberblng charcoal, coarse grains,
m dried bgr heating at 15G°/1 an* for 2 hears,
potif; ira. bromide. Powdered potas5lum bromide ("AnalaH") 
mm dried by heating at 150°/20 on. tor 2 hoars.
Powdered Glas, Fyrsx glas tubing was washed with onean* trated nitric aold and water, died at 150 and ground to a 
ponder. It was sieved mechanicaly, end that portion whioh pased through a 10 mesh sieve but did net pas through a 150 mesh sieve was oleoted. Although this portion had be# sieved for 15 minutes microsopio examination showed that particles smaler than 150*mesh sise were present, Xhe powder 
was boiled with aqua regia and than four time with water and 
dried at 130 for 4 hears, Ths surfse area of the powder was
.  Oestimated to be J10 £ 70 cm/g, Tho method of determining the emrft# area la given in the Apendix, page '36#
A calculation showed that the eurfaoe area ef the reaction
a 9flask in contact with 10 ml# of solution at 73,4la 19 oa #
2# Raoemisatlon Experiments with Bromine #
rosdure, Al experlements were caried out in a 50 ml.
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rmi-totttMd qulekflt Pym flask fited with • onrtenar which caried a oalolun chloride drying tabs on top. Om flask
m *hm maintained in a gas-heated thermostat at 73.4 ♦ 0.1°.
The reaeton flask onld be shaken by ataching it to an
•* jecentric driven by a inwal motor*
. f. .*) * • : *  yj
W*?9rl3g*l$R ObITs (!)■ ftwhjla
♦ » #. The (♦)-«-phenylethyl bromide ned had b.p. 84*86°Al m.,47-’” 1.5640. 4“° ♦ 62.08°. So this (♦)-bronide (3.85 &•)sms aded m solution of bronine in oarbon tstraehlerids
♦ 0 -4$(2.03 I| 10.25 ml., 1 equivalent) and the mixture mas mads up
* -sto 40 *1. with oarbon tetraehlerlde. If ed lately afterwards,
m *os. 2 *1. of the solution max* withdrawn with a pipete, washedCra ef bromine with aqueous sodif sulphite (156) mad dried
*with odlf sulphate far 10 minutes. She rotatory power was17° • 'ff determined: 05 ♦ 3.85
Imediately after the first portion had ben withdrawn
0fa solution was put into ths thermostat, Ibrther portions
ware withdrawn from tl e to time, washed and dried as deserlbe^
*and fair rotatory power determined, the results are given la 
Table 1. Boring the experlaft hydrogen bromide nu evolved 
and a litle bromine colected on the wals of the ond naer.
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labia 1. IUrarh a.)
Hm (Bln) «J7 (°) Activity (#)
0 * 3.85 10.060 2.58 67.0• 120 2.3 60.5180 2.28 59.2240 2.28 59.230 - -360 2.24 58.2
At ths end of tho experiment 51 ml* of solution, which contained no bromine, remained •The solution was washed with 
sodium sulphite and water mud dried with sodium sulphate* The oarbon tetrachloride pi distiled of and the residue 
distiled«
First fraction, c(-phenylethyl bromide, (1*3 &•), b*p* 83* 
90*/l0 n., 1.5654, aj8 ♦ 2*.75° • *6.5fait erlg.otlvlty.
Second fraction, (0*7 &•), b*p* 125*132°/1G m* This fraction was seded with the solid obtained in the folowing 
experiment* After a might in the refrigerator it had solidified almost completely* After repeated crystalisations from alcohol
; ;V .* : ; _ 1 '•>"* - V . I*' . /......  3  0 - ’" r V r- ■ > ', : I f e .it M B.p. 72-73 , its ethyl alohelo solution oo optloaly 
lnaotlvo.
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haoealsatjon iacpertont wjtfr t»i»- Hi).
This was a repetition of ths preceding experiment (1).
Ths (♦)-0-phenyl#thyl hr—111 used had b.p, 85.5°/17 m., 
4* 1.592, 4° * 53.03°. To it (2.0 g.) ms aded a solution 
of bromine in oarbon tetrachloride (0.921, 1.7 al., 1 equi­valent), sod the mixture ms nada up to 20 al. with oarbon tetraehlorlde. A smal portion of toe solution ms washed sad dried as described sod Its rotatory power determined >
dip ♦ 4.21°. to solution ms hsated in the toeraostat for 
6 hours. Is hrsalne rmslmil after 4 hours.
te (mln)«r <•>Activity (i)
0 ♦ 4.21 10.0
60 3.U 73.9120 2.91 69.2180 m -240 2.58 61.430 - -360 2.57 61.0
At the end of the experiment the solutlqmpshed with 
sodium sulphite, sodium orbonato end mter and dried with 
sdiua sulphate. The oarbon tetraehlorlde was renewed at the
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jrawp at tok temperature* Tho dark residue had ♦ 24 +, 0*5 • The mlto (0*7 &•) was than diet Iliad, giving tf-phenyl ethyl 
bromide (0*4 g«), b#p* 84°A3 *♦, 1*589, ♦ 14*88°* 80? of original activity*
fia residue fmm thla distilation (0*3 g*) solidiflad la ths distilation flask* It was disolved In athyl alohol (5 ml*), ths solution wa optloaly lnaotlve* Area ths sasw tratsd solution there separated nedles which were thre times rerystallsed Area ethyl alohol, odourles nedles, a*p* 
72.5-73.5®.
ib) HaoeRieatlon ^pertinent; wf Broalna and «Uv«r aropjde.with Kechaloal Shaking. (1).
The (♦)-of-phenyl ethyl bromide used had b.p. 87-89® A2 m., 
1.5650, c£8° ♦ 52.23®. To It (3.0 s.) aded a solution of taeadno in oarbon tetrachloride (2*038, 8*0 al*, 1 equiva­lent) sad the solution was made up to 30 al* with oarbon tetra­chloride* A portion wa withdrawn, washed with sodlua sulphite
solution and dried, as before* It had ♦ 5*71*# *** brer ids (6*OC g*) vma aded to the solution and the mixture
was agitated in the thermostat* Portions of the solution werewithdrawn every hour, washed and dried and their rotatory
• 106-•
?»a *  ,?■*. '
Timm (Bin) (°) Activity (%)
powearn determined, to* remits are given In Table 2*
f j0 ♦ 3.71 10.00.16 4.3120 0.02 0.5180 0.0 0.0
At th© end of the experiment mfcnmt 23 al, solution re­mained |a portion (5 Rl#) woe withdrawn by a pipete and to it was aded aqueous potasium iodide (5 nl,9 10$), dilute sulphuric sold (2 ml#) and a drop of stareh solution# The mixture wa titrated with 0#1I sodium thlosulphate solution 
and ths amount of bromine remaining at the end of the experiment wae calculated relatively to the original volume, 30 ml.Initial bromine content: 1#30 g# final bromine content: 0#3 g,
the remainder of the solution me combined with the so­
lution from the titration and washed with sodium sulphite 
and mater# The solution was dried with sodium sulphate, the 
oarbon tetrachloride was distiled of and the residue distiled#
first fraction fcrf-phenylethyl bromide# (G#92 g#),
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A 1ft®b*p# g-fl3 1*5648, opticaly inactive#
goonft fraction: (0*6 g#), b#p# 125°Al «■•§ ®*P* 64-6 , raised to 72 after thre recry stali eat lens from alcohol#
“ a o e r l a a t i o n  a s r e r i f r o n t  w i t h  B r e n e r  m d  s i l v e r . B r o m i d e / w i t hMechanical Shaking* (i)* ftranh B#
fhie la a repetition of tho previous experiment (i) with 
readings taken at more frequent intervale*
flm (-)d-phenylethyl bromide employed had b*p# 92-93*5°A7 nj® 1*591, 4s * 52*10°| to this bromide (2*0 g#) was aded a solution of bromine in oarbon tetrachloride (2*03K, 5*35 ml*, 
1 equivalent), mad the solution was mads up to 20 ml# with 
oarbon tetrachloride• The solution had ^ - 4*2°* Silver 
bromide (4*0 g*) was them aded and the solution wa agitated in the thermostat for 4 hours*
At the end of the experiment only 3 al* solution remained whioh was not suficient for the recovery of dr phenyl othy 1
bromide* This solution contained no bromine*
H^x^rcsults are presented in Table 3 and Graph B* It wa 
found vthat the raoemieatlon could be expresed by the equation
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of a reaction of ord+r 1*8# Graph B also shows that the values
time, lie in a straight line# The values of the velocity
where n ■ 1#8|0o,Ct * Initial concentration of optloaly active o(-phea- 
yl ethyl hrcaide, and concentration after t nln# PotFt ® Percentage activity of the solution at the be­gining end after time t# (P0 m lo#)
Oa, the concentration of optloaly active bromide in 
•1moles litre wae calculated from the equation
where cc * initial optical activity of tho oephenylethyl 
bromide (1, 0*5 dm) »
w » weight of c£-phenylethyl bromide in the solution 
highest rotatory power of d-pheny 1ethyl bromide 
recorded * 131,4 (1, 1#0 dm)M m mcleouelr weight of cf-phenylethyl bromide * 185v - volume of solution In ml#
In this experiment # 0% * 0. OG429
of (Percentage Activity)1~nl where n*l#8, ploted against the
constant in ■olti*^® litres0*^ min* were calculated
from the equation
°t * * 100 x U x v* *2 x at x 100 x w x P.
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Tin* (Bln) 0 (°) Activity (%) kj „
Table 5 * (Graph B*)
0 - 4.2 10.0 -
15 1.13 26.8 0.3130 0.71 16.8 0.26
45 0.45 10.7 0.2760 0.3 7.8 0.27120 0.14 3.3 0.29180 0.05 1.2 0.29240 0.0 0.0 -
Average: kjo■ 0.28.
5a SIS. Ifli Broealne- Substitution Compound.
Action of jattl on (a.tort-Jfocpylethyl Bromide. A mixture of to)-d-phenylethyl faronido (2.67 g.) and a anal crystal of Iodine was treated with brorire (4*85 g . ,  4*2 equivalents) 
drop by drop* tear® was a copious evolution of hydrogen 
bromide* Whan adition wa complete tha mixture wa heated for 
3 hours or the stea-bath and left overnight* Sort morning, 
the mixture had solid if lad* tea solid was washed with sodium
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hydroxide solution (31) to remetu unreacted bromine, end water 
and dried# The exude solid (3 £•) ms distiled and ths fra*tie* 
boiling at 148-150.5°/21#5 oau oleoted# This fraction soli­dified, after thre reryetallsatlons from light petroleum 
lt farmed colourles nedles, m#p# 70-72°, undepresed by the 
solids obtained in ^Experiments (a) and (b)#
(fcjdmtlom of the Bromine- Substitution Comasmad* a mixture of the above bromo-ompound (5 g#), smd sodium c rbonate (2#5 g#) in water (40 ml#) ms gently boiled under reflum and a solution of potasium persengaate (8 g#) in water (160 ml#) was gradualy aded# After boiling for 1^ hears the supernatant liquid wae solourles# A further 2 g# of potasium 
permanganate in water (40 ml#) wae aided smd boiling continued for a further 1^ hours# The mixture wae alowed to ool and 
sulphur dioxide was pased until al the manganese dioxide had 
disapeared (20 min#) The solution was ooled in a frezing mixture when olourlese plates (1 g#) separated. The orystals 
were washed with water and twioe reorystallsed from water, and yielded colourles plates, a#p# 120-121° alone, or vdien mixed with am suthsmtlo specimen of bonsnln aold of m#p# 121°#
A sodium fusion of the oxidation product confirmed the absence ef bromine#
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Styrene Dlbromide* Bromine (16 g«, 2 equivalents) ms slowly 
aded, with coling, to a solution of freshly distilod styreno 
(10*8 g*) in chloroform (1 g* )* There ms a very vigorous reaction and a white solid separated* This, after several, re- crystalisations from ethyl alcohol, formed colourles nedles, 
n*p* 73-73*5°, mixed m*p* 72*73° with the bromine-substitution 
ompound of Experiment (a) (1), page 185*
BlitiHd hydrogen bromide ms prepared by the action of hydrogen on dry bromine* (92), Hydrogen from a cylinder Ms pased through the presure-regulating device A into Hie 
flask I, ontaining concentrated sulphuric acid, sad from there into the flask 0, whioh contained dry bromine* The mixed gases were led through a pyrex tube B packed with smal 
pieces of porous pot, the oente of whioh ms heated with a 
Bunsen burner* The hydrogen bromide formed paaed through the thre-way tap 8 into the tube f whioh ms filed with copper 
turnings to absorb any bromine, the gas ms finaly dried by 
pasing through the portion of the tube 8 whioh contained 
glas wol covered with phosphorus pentoxlde* from there the 
gas pased Into tho reaction flask H,which contained Hie 
oarbon tetrachloride solution of cC-phery lethyl bromide,
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through the tube 4$ which reached tc the botom of H* te gases left the aparatus through the exit tube K*
Before comaonoing an experiment, the tap X was turned so as to shut of the tube F, and the gases escaped through 
ths exit tube L* Hydrogen mas then pased to eWMfA the air 
Aren the tube D| when 0 was filed with bromine vapour boating wa comenced, and whom al the brsadme in the right- hand side in 2) had ben displaced by hydrogen bromide, the tap X was turned so as to admit the pas into te tube ?•
At the begining and end of each experiment te absence of bromine in te hydrogen bromide was confirmed by pasing 
the gas into water for ca* 5 minutes and testing the result­ing solution with starch and potasium iodide* te rata of pasing hydrogen bromide was determined before and after each experiment by pasing te gas into oa* 50 ml* of water 
for 5*0 minutes and titrating the resulting solution with sodium hydroxide (0*18)*
te bromine-flask 0 was kept at rom temperature, te rate of pasing hydrogen bromide was varied by varying te 
rate of pasing hydrogen* te hydrogen bromide was pased at te rate of 120-160 bubles/bin* (Observed in te flask B*)
It was found teat tea pasing of hydrogen bromide caused a certain amount of evaporation of oarbon tetrachloride in te reaction flask H, so that the solution beoams more oncen-
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t r a t e d . Mm  hjrdrogsn brom ide m a  pm— ed at th e  r a ta  o f
• * • • •
2 .3  s ./ h r .  th e  r a ta  o f  e v a p o ra tio n  a —  found t o  be 1 *4  g ./ fc r .
Xhan hydrogen  brom ide m a  p— fl In to  a  s o lu tio n  in  th e
p rese n ce  o f  —  added — l i d  th e  r e a o tle n  f l a s k  m a  shaken me-
# .ehanlc aly*
Xn a l l  e r p e r l.e n t s  th e  tg ftp e rstn r e  o f  to e  th erm o sta t was
7 3 .4  ♦ 0 .1 * .
O oirtrol Bxparlaent. 99m  (♦ )-c^ p fc*n yl*to yl brom ide —ed 
had b .p . 8 1-8 2  / 1 3 .5  ma. (therm om eter p o c k e t) , 1 .5 3 9 4 ,  
d g °  ♦ 6 0 .9 9 *1 t o l a  teroed.de (2 .0 0  g . )  —  made mp t o  20 m l. 
* l t h  o u t g o  t e tr a e h lo r ld e ,  to e o lv t le n  had ♦ 4 .3 d 0.
The e o la tio n  a—  a g ita t e d  in  to e  to a x m e e tst f o r  2 h our s ,  I t s
♦
w e ig h t end ro t a t ory  power d id  n o t ch an ge.
jRaoealsatlon SroerlBont. Graph 0. 8-Phanylethyl bromide
* * * * * * O * o *(2.00 g.), b.p. 95-95.5*/23 mow, n^ 1.5611, o^ - 57.78*,
waa made mp t o  20 m l. w ith  oarbon t e tr a c h lo r id e . The s o lu tio n
had - 3.8*.
M f i n p i  I r a d i t  was ps s s sl  1M s  M s  s o lu tio n , «AifM m  
h— tiHI In  to e  th a r iO B -a t, a t  —  ave ra ge  r a te  o f  2 .3  g ./ h r .
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TH# rotatory power of ths solution, tho los of solvent, oat 
tho into of pasing hydrogen bromide mo determined atory hour* Tho reaction flask was r—overt tram the thermostat ant 
driod and weighed, giving to los of solvent. A —1 portion of toe solution ms ton withdrawn and its rotatory power 
determined. It a&o pours bok ino to reaction flask, and 
the flask —a weighed again before being replaced In th* thermostat. Column IT in Table 4 (page 17) gives toe weights 
of to* solution. In euch row, the first figure ie toe weight of toe solution before toe snail portion w*a withdrawn, and 
the seaond the weight after it had ben poured back. Srer hour 
to* rate of pasing hydrogen bromide wae estlnated by titration.
The optical activity of toe solution we oereted for 
los of solvent as folows: Lot
°t(obe.) * ro**or3r power of the solution after t nintes,
°t (unre.) * rotatory power of toe solution after t minutes, if no raoemisatlon had ooured.
V *60 • initial weight of the solution, and weight after
60 minutes, before the portion ms withdrawn* rasp*
• ■ weight of toe solution after t minutes, after toe
■nail portion had ben poured baek, and weight
after (t+60) minutes, before toe portion was
♦withdrawn, respectively.
** Vo* ?60* Vt» vt+60 th® OZT»8pOWlil« volumes of thosolution,
take ?e : Tg0 : j 7^, « »0 « l 4| « %v60
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« « .  ^  - . f L f A . f L L ’s .* oO(unrac.) _ _ •f«0 60
#where e^ Is the Initial rotatory power of the solution.
t*60
The oreotsd percentage eotlvlty of the solution was calculated from the expresion
•  • - •»<— • > 1 1 0 0t(or.)
The reaction lo kinetic aly of sero-order. k , tho sera- 
order Telocity onetant (In moles litres'1 ain.'1) wo calcu­lated fre the equation
°e * c*k * JE1______It
2n this erperli «rt, C, - O.o475 >(or., (Se page 10)
The results aro presented in Table 4 and Uraph 0, which shows that ths values of $,^(OMri) U* n a straight line.
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Thbis 4. term* c.)
TlnoRateofpaa.nr (oba.)
Haightofsoln.ium ?w»j
Activityoreotsd *•(nln)(S/hr)(°) (6) (•> ($>t *t(or.)
0 2.2 - 3.88 29.7 - 3.86 100.0 «n60 2.4 3.9728*5728.18 4.C7 97.5 0.0019
120 2.3 4.2026.2126.04 4.38 96.0 0.0016ISO 2.3 4.3724*7224.56 4.61 94.8 0.0014240 2.3 4.5123.2123.05 4.88 92.5 0.0015
300 2.2 4.6721.66 5.19 90.0 0.0016
Average; kQ ■ 0.0016.
At ths and of tho experlnent tho solution was washed with aqueous sodium carbonate and water to reaove hydrogen taroclde, 
and dried with sodlust sulphate. The carbon tetrachloride was 
removed at tbs pop at rom temperature. The residue had 
4 8 - 4 6 .5 9 ° « 61$ of original activity. The residue who di­
stiled, giving O-pheqylethyl bromide (0 .8 5  S.), b .p .9 4 .5 -9 5 * /
23 i,56i9# 0^ 8° _ 45.30? . 796 0t original activity.
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lb) Baoemination aroerl—t with Hydros— Brpnjde and strena
Pom styrene dlbromide (0.50 g.) was aded to the eolation, the
In the thermostat for 2 hours jIts weight and rotatory power did not change.
pased Into the above solution tn the thermostat at an average rata af 2*5 g./hr. Aa la the preceding experiment, toe solution 
was weighed from tine to tlao and its rotatory power deter- 
Blned. A corection for los of solvent was aplied an before, 
toe meantatlaw la klaetloaly of ardor sere. In this ease
toa remits are glvm in Table 5 (neat page), and Graph D 
whioh shows that the values of lie on a straight
lias*
Hacarelsation AperlEont. Graph 1). Hpdrogan brad.de wa
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Table 5.(«nwh 0.1
Timeanteofpeso.nr (obe.)
•eightofsola.•i*(unrao.)
Activitycorected *0
(min)(s/hr)(°) (a) (°) it)t mPt(cor.)
0 2.6 ♦ 4.1015.51♦ 4.10 10.0 —30 2.2 4.1 14.4814.35 4.39 93.6 0.009390 2.6 4.0112.5612.43 5.02 79.9 0.0097150 2.5 3.9 10.5810.43 5.90 67.7 0.0094210 2.6 3.81 8.63 7.13 53.5 0.0097
Average: kQ ■ 0.0095 nolas litres*1 rain.*1
Ie tpheaylsthyl bnwd.de we recovered fraw this solution because lt bns bon found to roenle when distiled in ths presence of styrene dlbronlde. (Best experiment.)
PjstiUatlon of t*-yhenylethrl Bronld* in the Presence of Str*t trene Dibrowide. Otyrene dlbronlde (0.5 |.) eu disolved
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giving (+)-3-phenylethyl bromide, (0.5 S.), b.p. 8°/19
iSl 8»oemlstion iScporlrent with Hydrogen Bromide and Silver
ante tip to 8 hi. with oarbon tetrachloride. Silver bromide,V ’ ♦whioh had ben kept for 3 months, wo dUed at 10° f0.65 g. were aded to the solution and the mixture was agitated In
ths thermostat far 2 hours. Dm silver bros&de was filtered
/ ♦of, the oarben tetrachloride rsnovsd at the ya*. The rest-
The experiment was repeated with c(-phenylethyl bromide
this was made ugp to 10 ml. with carton tetrachloride. Freshly 
prepared silver bronlde (2.0 g«) wes aded to the solution, 
the mixture was plaed into ths reaction flask, which was 
overed with tin-foil to exclude light, and the flask was 
agitated In the thermostat for 2 hours. The silver bromide was
♦ 32.30° ■ 61$ of original activity.
#
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filtered of and the solvent removed et the pump at roe® tem-
2*5° ■ --/v-'per&ture, leaving d-phenylethyl bromide, (0#9 g,)§ n^ 1,585, 
d*9 - 54,19° m I0«4j( of original activity#
d-*henylethyl bromide of cj® m 56,95° (1,0 g,) was
made tip to 10 ml, with oarbon tetrachloride, the solution had JL9° odp - 4,05 • A diferent specimen of freshly prepared silver 
bromide (2,0 g,) was aded and the mixture was kept at rom 
temperature for 1 hour, its rotatory power did not change. The a 
solution was agitated in the thermostat for 4 hours, the flask being covered with tin-foil#
0 - 4.05
60 3.13
120 3.11240 3.1
There wae no change in weight of the reaction flask#
The silver bromide wae filtered of and the oarbon tetrachlo­
ride removed at the pump at rom temperature, leaving o^phenyl- 
ethyl broalde (0.6 «.), n 1.583* - 4.18° TIM oforiginal activity.
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■iacemlnation axpwrimant (1). (♦)-c(-Phnylethyl bromide,
(2.0 g.), having b.p. 85-86°Al ■. n*8 1.5638, c<*8 ♦ 15.6X®,was made up to 20 ml* with carbon tetrachloride, the solution to© ahad cC ♦ 1*0 • Freshly pro par el silver bromide (4*0 g*) was 
aded and the solution was agitated in the thermostat while hydrogen bromide was pased in st sn average rate of 2*2 g*/hr*
Asuming that the racemisatlon is kineticaly of the first 
order, k., the unlmolecular velocity constant was calculated from the expresion
»!- \  "  Sj - ^  *« If'  * ¥ * I.
k« is expresed in min*~ •
As racemisatlon was complete in 40 minutes, no corection for les of solvent was aplied*
Table 7*
Time (mln) (°) Activity {%)
o’ ♦ 1*0 1020 0*02 240 0*0 0
k^ * 0*2 min*~**
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At the end of the experiment, the silver bromide was 
filtered of, the oarbon tetrachloride distiled and of and 
the residue distiled, giving ( +)-ct-phenylethyl bromide, (0*5 ?u) b.p. luo-101.5°/23 on., n1®0 1.5628.
Kaoalsation Sxperlroent (1). Graph K. Thia whs a repetition 
of the Racemisation txperiment (1) •d?>henylethyl bromide (1*0 g 
at b.p. 85.5°A7 b., riy5 1.592, c£° ♦ 53.03®, was ade upto lo ml* with oarbon tetrachloride| the solution had19°o^ ♦ 4*21 • Freshly prepared silver bromide (2*0 g*) was aded and the solution woe agitated in the thermostat in a 
flask covered with tin-foil, while hydrogen bromide was pased in at an aver ge rate of 2*3 g#/hr. As raoemleation was rapid, 
no corection for los of solvent was aplied* k% was calcu­
lated a describe ton the preceding page*
labia 8. (Graph 8.)
i (min)<£9° <°>Activity ($) *1
0 • 4.21 10,0 ea10 0.14 3.3 0*3420 0.02 0.5 0*2630 0.0 0,0 -
Average; kj «0.30 Bln’1.
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At Hie end of the experiment there we not euflo lent so­lution left for recovery of the d-phenylethyl bromide •
(d) Kaoemlsatlon atperlrent with Hydrogen Bromide and AbsorbingCharcoal* with Meohanloal Shaking*
Control Jteperlaent* (+)-dr henylethyl bromide (2*0 g*)9
Ob*p* 82-83 /l4 am* (thermometer pocket), nf 1*591,
«1° 0o(p ♦ 32*40 , wae made up to 20 ml* with carbon tetrachloride j2^1° "the solution had dtp ♦ 2*35 • Absorbing charcoal (0*67 g*) was aded to the solution and the mixture was agitated in the thermo­stat for 1 hour, at the end of whioh the solution had Ko los of solvent secured* Hie charcoal was filtered and the 
oarbon tetrachloride removed at the pump* Hie residue was
' * • ' ' ■ ' I. Gunchanged (♦)-o^phenrl«thyl bromide (1*3 g*), 1*591,♦ 32.40°.
fiacemiatlon Kxperl&ent* Graph F* (- )-ot*Phenylethy 1bromide
(1.70 g.), b.p. 97-97.5°/24 nu, n^2 1.5604, o^5 - 59.17°, was made up to 17 ml* with carbon tetrachloride |the solution
«r - 3.5i° •Charcoal (0*57 g*) was aded to Hie solution|1 MP© _after 3y hours at roem temperature the solution had dP - 3*19 • 
The mixture was then agitated in the thermostat and hydrogen 
bromide was pased at the rate of 2*2 g*/hr* Haemisatlon was
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rapid and no corection for loa of solvent was aplied# The
raoemisatlon can be expresed by a reaction equation of the
■j". z  8 '[i P/Y-first order, Graph 9 shows that the values of log ploted
*tagainst the tine, lie on a straight line# The first-order ve­
locity constant was calculated as described in the preceding experiment#
fine (sin)t
la b l*  9. (to a sh  F .)
4? (°) Activity (*)
*t klmin*0 • 3«19 10.0 -15 1.28 40.1 0.06130 0*48 15 #0 0.06345 0#14 4.4 0.06960 0#05 1.6 0.069105 0#0 0*0 m
-1Average: - 0.068 sin •
At the end of the experiment the oharcoal was filtered and 
the oarbon tetrachloride was removed# Hie residue wae distiled, 
giving (♦}-<*-phenylethyl bromide, (0#2 g#)» b#p. 96°/23 m#,
22° -  —  — ftm g* 1.5611#
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(ff) aconisaticn Rxperir-ant with Hydrogen iiroi;!u> find ffowdaredalas- , <-ith ochanical ibt/iv in*:.
Control ^acportoentg To the solution desoribed on page H4* .18° ohaving 4C ♦ 4*30 , (20 ml*),was adsd powdered glas (2*0 g*) 
and the mixture who agitated in the thermostat for 2 hours, at the end of which te rotatory power and the weight of the so­lution was unchanged*
Racemlatlon Experiment (1)* Grnyh G« (• )-<i-)hsnylethyl
fi 91 *bromide (1.0 g.), having b.p. 95-95.5/23 ■»., n£1.561,
- 56*57 , was made up to 10 ml* with oarbon tetrachloride! the solution had - 5*96°* Powdered glas (1*0 g*) was
aded and hydrogen bromide was pased in at the rate of 
2*2 g*/hr*, while te solution ms shaken mechanicaly in the thermostat* Racemisation was rapid and no corection for los 
of solvent was aplied* Portions removed for determinations of rotation were not poured back into te solution*
Ths racemisation observed in this experiment obeys the equation of a first-order reaction* The results are given in
■ *L 4  ■ - v ■ vTable10and Graph 0* In Gnaph G sn the values of log ~
are ploted against the time, the points lie on a straight 
line* The first-ohder veloity constant was calculated as de­scribed previously*
l a b i a  10# ( a r a r h  ^•)
TUne (mln) t Z o Activity «)N *1min*k
0 - 3.96 lo.o -
15 2 #02 51.0 0.043
30 0#96 24.2 0.04745 0#59 14.9 0.04260 0#3? 9*5 0.04090 0.1 2.8 Q#040120 0.0 o • o ee
Average; * 0.045 sin*1#
The ( +)-ot-phenylethyl bromide recovered at the end of the
A  I Q ®experiment (0.1 «#), had b#p. 96 /24 a®#, nj 1.5623,
Kaoemisation Experiment (ID# The experiment was repeated 
with a solution of (+)-c4»phenylethyl bromide (1#0 g#), made up to 10 si# with oarbon tetrachloride, to whioh powdered 
glas (1#0 g#) had ben aded# The rate of pasage of hydrogen 
bromide was 2#1 g#/hr# (Average,)
The results are presented in Table 1, next page#
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Table 1*
Time (Bln) djf* (°) Activity (#) k,
t „ -1— — — — - mmmmmrnmmmm ' " ~ " "-" 8dl>0 ♦ 4.25 10.0
30 1.23 28.9 0.04160 0.30 7.0 0.0490 0.0 0.0
Average: k, ® 0.043 Bln •
(f) Saoenisation Experiment with Hydrogen Bromide and PotasiumRrenide. with «»chanical shaking.
control Uroerlment. fa the solution deorlbed on page 1V, 
having ej® ♦ 4.30°, was aded potaslm bromide (2.0 g.)t and the mlxtura wa agitated in the thermostat for 2 hours, at toe end of whioh the rotatory power was unchanged. it was found byweighing the reaction flask that no los of solvent had ooured.
RacemlBp'tlon KxperiBsnt. Graph B. (-)-c(»Iheny.\ethyl bromide
(1.50 g.), having b.p. 95-95»5°/23 bb., np1® 1.561,
o{} - 56.57 , was ftftlt up to 15 »!• with oarbon tetrachloride,
the solution hod - 3*96°* lowdered potasium bromide (1*50 g)
was aded to the solution, and hydrogen bromide mum pased in
at an average rata of 2*1 g#/hr#, while the solution was shaken mechanicaly in tha thermostat. Although tho rate of pasoing 
hydrogen bromide was fairly constant the rate of evaporation of 
solvent wae iregular, no oreotlon for los of solvent ould 
therefore be aplied.
She reaction apears M be of zero-order, Graph H shows that the points representing Percentage Activity, when ploted against the time, lie on a straight line# the calculated soro- order veloity constant la k * 0*026 moles litres*1 Bin.*1; as no aceont was taken of the evaporation of the solvent 
this constant is somewhat low# In this experiment,
0t  *  0.00463 ? t .
Table 12# (Graph g.)
Time (»in) o(^b (°) Activity ($) ko
0 - 3.96 10,0 -15 3.50 8.5 0,03630 3.27 82,6 0,02745 2.96 74.9 0.02660 2.61 6.0 0.026120 1.26 31.8 0.026180 0*28 7.1 0.024240 0.0 0.0 -
The (jO-c^phonylethyl bromide recovered art the end of the 
experiment (Q#7 «•)» had b#p# 94°/21 ra#f 1#562#
'•/■■ Y'1.' ' ■ 'v ■ . ‘rYUi&Si; ft'/,.:■'./ * » • .-V ; - * • *• .j/fl /-■ rf?l * =V 4 .J ■ ' ' S§f: ' V. y- y
- 1 
(ft)# att.mpteci Rsicerois ition ^poriment with Powd jrod i m s i i
(-) -of# >henyl ethyl broalde (2.0 «.), b.p. 96-y7*5°/23 an*
22°Bn 1*5604* oc - 59*17 * m sale tip to 20 al. with oarbon19* otetraehlorlde) the solution had - 3*80 •
Fowdered siloa was aded to the solution* Almost inmedlatelj
*the silica sweled end became dark-red# After 5 minutes in com tact with the silica, the ablution had f - 0.87°I and after 2 hours it was opticaly inactive# The silica was filtered and the oarbon tetraobloride remove !at the pump# There was no residue#
The silica was heated at 20°/24 m#, but no ot»phenylethyl bromide distiled#
5 a s f r p e r lm e n t s  o n  p - C h lo r o b o n z h y c l r y l  B r o m id e .
(a) Action of Phosphorus Caqrbromide on (±)-o-Chlorobenahydrola
A solution of (♦)-£-ohlorobenBhydrol (5*8 St, sup* 58-60°) and pyridine (3*62 g., 2 mol.) in oarbon el sulphide (15 ml*) was ooled to -10° in a frezing mixture. A solution of phos­
phorus oxybromide (4*38 g., 0*67 mol.) in oarbon dlsulphids 
(6 ml.) mas aded drop by drop with vigorous shaking. A whits 
solid separated imediately, than adition wa complete Ms mixture ms kept at rom temperature for 1 hour, the solid was 
then filtered and washed with carbon dlsulphids. Ths filtrate and washings were combined end mashed with dilute sulphuric sold (2 x 10 ml.) folows *by dilute aqueous sodium carbonate 
(2 x 10 ml.) and dried with potasium carbonate. Ths oarbsm 
dlsulphids was removed and ths yelowish residue distiled, tosre was Obtained (^-p-chlarsbenshTdrJ (2.0 g. «
31#), • colourles, odourles, rlsous oil, b.p. 145°/0*6 bb., oc© J r 1 (thermoBstsr poket)nj5 1.6251.(Pound: 0,56.31 H,4.0. C^H^ClBr 0,5.51 H,3.6#).
- l i
(b) Action of Aqueous Hydrobrqnlo Aold on (Aj-p-Chlorobcateirel
(I)-fc-chlorobeaehrdrel (5*0 g.) was refluxed gently with 
aqueous hydrobromlo mid (7*4 g., 4 mol., ep.gr. 1.45) for 
45 minutes, te mixture w&s extracted with ether end the ethereal solution washed with dilute aqueous sodium carbonate 
(3 x 10 ml.) and water (3 at 10 ml.). The ether wa rmoved ami ti residue distiled, te fraction boiling et 172-175°/23 n. being oleoted. the (♦)-£-chloroben»hydryl bromide (2.4 g. 
m 37?) had n:)J 1.6230. There was some decomposition during 
te distilation, lona of te spelrens of the bromide from
(a) or (b) could be induced to solidify, even after being kept for 4 weks in a refrigerator.
(fl) Action of Brotnlnq on (A)-p-Chloroboraihjrflryl Brocilrt#.
To the (+)-broalde (1.0 g.) we ad©d a solution of 
bromine in oarbon tetrachloride (1.95 ml*, 1 equivalent, 1.011) and the solution was made up to 10 ml. with oarbon tetrachloride 
the solution mm maintained in the thermostat at 73.2 ♦ 0.1° 
for 3 hours. After 1 hour, fames of hydrogsn bromide were evolvedf after 3 hours the solution was stil red, and the 
remaining bromine was determined by ading water (100 hi.), aqmoue potasium Iodide (10 ml., 10?), and dilute sulphurio
aold (10 ml.) and titrating the liberate diodine with Q.102M sodium thlosulphate. It wa found that 35% of the original 
bromine had reacted.
The oarbon tetrachloride layer mb then separate d, washes 
with dilute sodium carbonate solution and water and dried with qaflum sulphate. The oarbon tetrachloride was distiled of and the residue distiled, giving (^J-^-chlorobenahydrylbromide (0.6 g«), b.p. 148°/L m., (thermometer poket),
25° 1' M  Mnjt .6260. o substitution compound could be isolated f o» the residue. The compound was at first faintly blue, but after a few hours it became colourles.
I. I
( 3 )  A t t e m p t e d  i r e p a r a t i o n  o f  w t > t l o a l l y  A c t i v e  T > - C h l c r o b e n g h y d r r lBromide.
(♦ )-£-Chlorobenshydrol (5.0 g.), having [of] ♦ 7.47°(1,2| o,5.GO in chloroform) was use din the reaction withphosphorus oxybromide as describei und r (a). The resulting
oarbon dlsulphids solution, after drying with potasium carbonate, i-iqO£ m :■ ■ . bromidehad oj* - Q.15 (1, 0.5). The o-ehlorobemahydryl^obtainedfrom this solution (2.1 g.) had b.p. 148°/0.7 m., (thermo—
-f m Pmotor poket), 1.6245. It was opticaly inactive.
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(6). Concentration and Resistance of Saturated Solutions of Hydrogen Bromide In Carbon Tetraohlorlde.
A threa-nacked flask of 50 al, capacity containing 
30 al, purs dry carbon tetrachloride was fited with an 
entry and alt tube and a conductivity oel of the diping 
type, care being taken to exclude moisture. The flask ms placed In a thermostat at 25° and the resistance of the oarbon tetrachloride measured with a Malard bridge, It wa 
aproximately 1.1 x 10' ohne. The flask wa transfered to the thermostat of temperature 73.4° and ts resistance de­
termined, It ms found to be unchanged. The oarbon tetrachlo­
ride was saturated with hydrogen bromide at 73*4° by pasing
0 0the gas at ths rate of 2,d g./hr for 30 minutes. The pasage of hydrogen bromide was stoped and ths resistance of the so­
lution determined, It ms onohangsd. The resistance was also measured while hydrogen bromide was pased ontinously at. w V; “"w ■ h }■,73.4 , there was no change, lo change In resistance was ob­served when oarbon tetrachloride was saturated with hydrogen bromide at 25°.
Hydrogen bromide was pased at ths rat* of 4.6 g./hr. for
*30 alnts into pure dry oarbon tetrachloride (50 ml.) at
73.4°. 20 al. of the resulting solution were withdrawn and
0transfered to a 20 ml. graduated flask at rom teaperature.
*
The solution was poured into water (50 al.) and the resulting 
mixture titrated with standard aqueous sodium hydroxide*
The determination wae twice repented with fresh oarbon totra*
*oftlorld*.
♦The d termination was then caried out at 25°.
Solubility of hydrogen bromide in oarbon tetraehlorldei« « • f » tfat 25° : 0*87, 0*85 ,0*90 g*A0 ail* of solution*
t t  0 *  - *  se «at 73*4° : 0*106, 0*109* 0*108 g*A0 ul* of solution*
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AFfZDJLX I.
S a t l B a t l o n  o f  t h e  a o r f a c e  A r e a  o f  r o t t i e r e d  g l a s s .
T h e  n e t h o d  o f  e s t i m a t i o n  l e  b a s e d  o a  t h e  f a o t  t h a t  t h e  
a v e r a g e  a r e a  o f  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  a  s o l i d  o n  a  p l e n a  l a  j  o f  
I t s  s u r f a c e  a r e a  ( 9 3 ) •  B a r *  t h e  a v e r a g e  o f  t h e  a r e a s  o f  
p r o j e o t l o n  o f  a  u n i t  p l a n e  I n  a l l  r a n d o m  p o s i t i o n s  l e  t ,  
w h a t e v e r  t h e  s h a p e  o f  t h e  u n i t  p l a n e .  T h e  s n r f a o e  o f  a  s o l i d  
o a n  b o  i m a g i n e d  t o  b e  B a d e  u p  o f  p l a n e s  i n  a l l  d i r e c t l o t s ,  
a n d  t h e  s o n  o f  t h e  a r e a s  o f  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  t h e s e  p l a n e s  i s  
y  o f  t h s  s u r f a c e  a r e a  o f  t h e  s o l i d  s i n c e  h a l f  t h e  p l a n e s  m a s k  
t h e  o t h e r  h a l f ,  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  n o  r e - e n t r a n t  a n c l e s .
T h s  s n r f a o e  a r e a  o f  t h e  p o n d e r e d  g l a s s  w a s  e s t i m a t e d  a s
f o l l o w s  ( 9 4 ) :  Sma l l  p o r t i o n s  o f  t h e  p o w d e r  w e r e  p l a c e d  o a  6
m i c r o s c o p e  s l i d e s  b y
( a )  s p r i n k l i n g  ( f i r s t  3  s l i d e s )  | a n d
( b )  l o w e r i n g  a  s l i d e  t o  a  s n a i l  h e a p  o f  t h e  p o w d e r
u n t i l  t h e  t o p  o f  t o e  h e a p  w a s  f l a t t e n e d  a n d  t h e n  w i t h d r a w i n g  t o e  
s l i d e ,  w h i c h  w a s  t h e n  c o v e r e d  w i t h  a  l a y e r  o f  g l a s s  ( s e c o n d  3  
e l i d e s * )  T h e  v a l u e s  f o r  t h e  s u r f a c e  a r e a  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h e  
f i r s t  a n d  s e c o n d  3  s l i d e s  a g r e e d  w i t h i n  1 0 £ .
T h e  g l a s s  p a r t i c l e s  o n  t o e  m i c r o s c o p e  s l i d e s  w e r e  p h o t s -
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i
g r a p h e d  t h r o u g h  a  m i c r o s c o p e  o f  l i n e a r  m a g n i f i c a t i o n  7 5 *  
t e e  a r e a s  o f  t h e  p a r t l o l e s  o n  t h e  p h o t o g r a p h i c  p l a t e s  w e r e  
m e a s u r e d  w i t h  a  p l a m t m e t s r .  t e e  p h o t o g r a p h s  o f  t h e  f i r s t  3  
s l i d e s  s h o w e d  3 2  p a r t i c l e s ,  t h o s e  o f  t h e  s e c o n d  3  s l i d e s  
4 9  p a r t i o l o s .
t e e  n u m b e r  o f  p s r t i o l e s  p e r  g r a m  (H )  w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  
b y  w e i g h i n g  o u t  s m a l l  a m o u n t s  o f  t e e  p o w d e r  o n  a  m l e r o b a -  
l a n c e  a n d  t h e n  c o u n t i n g  t h e m  o n  a  r u l e d  s l i d e  u n d e r  a  l o w -  
p o w e r e d  m l c r t s c o p e •
1 .  O r d i n a r y  b a l a n c e ,  1 1 2 4  p a r t l o l e s / 0 . 9  m g .  K *  1 . 2 4 9  x  10 ®
2 .  h i e r e b a l a n c e  ,  1 6 9 3  p s r t i o l e a / L • 6 2 9  m g# 8  *  1 . 0 3 9  x  10 ®
3#  b l c r o b a l a w o e  ,  1 4 0 6  p a r t i c l e s / 1 . 3 5 6  m g .  I  *  1 . 0 3 6  x  10 ®
l e t  A  b e  t h e  a v e r a g e  a r e a  o f  a  p a r t i c l e  o n  t h e  p h o t o ­
g r a p h ,  t h e n
S u r f a c e  a r e a  p e r  g r a m  o f  p o w d e r  *
■ 7 1 0  + 7 0  o n 2 / g .
0
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R q o a t i w *  f o r  H a o e m i g a t i o n  f a c t i o n .
I n i t i a l l y  l e t  t h e  s y s t e m  e o n t a l n  ( 1 ) m o l e s  o f  t h s  ( - ) -  
f o a m  a n t  O  m o l e s  o f  t o o  ( ♦ ) - f o r m .  t o  e a o h  t l r . e - i n t e r v a l  l e t  
( s )  n o l e s  o f  t h e  s n b s t a n o e  b e  a d s o r b e d  o n  t h e  s u r f a c e  o f  t o e  
c a t a l y s t  a n d  s u f f e r  i n v e r s i o n .  T h e  c a t a l y s t  i s  a s s u m e d  t o  h a  
s y m m e t r i e s !  s o  t h a t  l t  a d s o r b #  t h s  ( - ) -  e n d  (♦ )- f o r m a  t o  t h s  
s e m e  e x t e n t .  L e t  a  £< L .
I n i t i a l l y ,  t h e r e  a r e  0 n o l e s  o f  t h e  ( + ) - f o r a 9 L  n o l e e  o f  ( •  
A f t e r  t i n e  1 ,  •  •  *  *  9  9  *  ,  f t *  * * j
A f t e r  t i n e  t ,  l e t  t h e r e  h e  •  *  "  9  f  *  •
I n  t h e  s n s s e e f l w g  t i n e - i n t e r v a l  ( t , t + l )  a  f u r t h e r  ( a )  
n o l e a  o f  t h e  s u b s t a n c e  s u f f e r  i n v e r s i o n ,  o f  w h i o h  l e t  x  n o l e s
h e  d e r i v e d  f r x m  t h e  ( e ) - f t a m ,  e n d  y  f r o m  t h e  ( - ) - f o r a u  
T h e n ,  z  ♦ 7  •  t
.  a
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i f i t t r  t l r  e  ( t o i ) ®  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  m o l e s  o f  t o e  ( * ) - f o r a  I s
' t o i  *
A f t e r  t i m e  0 ,  F .  ■ 0  9 o
A f t e r  t i r e  1 ,  •
A f t e r  t i m e  2 ,  P g  ■ e  ♦ > ( f a * * ) *  »  ♦ e ( ^ )
m
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A f t e r  t i m e  t ,  ♦ e f ^ 2 * ) ♦ > ( i ^ S )  ♦ ,  ,  ,  ♦
T h l e  l a  a  G a o a w t r l o a l  P r o g r e e a l o n i  s a a a l a g  I t :
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(1)
M M  L l  a  P .  •  L l a  p A a  « t
e +  0  L - 2 a - »  I
s i n c e  a < < L ,  J ^ & ' Y ' l ,  a n d  P .  m  e t .
A f t e r  t i m e  t ,  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  t h e  r a o e s a t e  i a  2 P ^ .  
R a t a  o f  r a o e n l a a t l o n  -  -  cl-| | -a t  )
*  2 a  *  c o n s t a n t  * o
S h i s  i s  t h e  r a t e - e q u a t i o n  f o r  a  r e a c t i o n  o f  o r d e r  z e r o *  H e n c e ,  
i f  t h e  O p t i c a l l y  a c t i v e  s u b s t a n c e  l a  a d s o r b e d  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
s p a r s e l y  t h e  r a c e m i s a t i o n  r e a c t i o n  l a  k i n e t l o a l l y  o f  o r d e r  
s e r o *
2 .  T h e  R g g o t g p t a  A r o  a p a r a e l y  A d s o r b e d  o n  t h e  C a t a l y s t .
JL
I n  t h i s  o a s e  t h e  f r a c t i o n  - g 1 l a  n o t  t a k e n  t o  b a  u n i t y ,
li— 2a 9
R q n a t l o n  ( i )  :  «  a  "  ^ | l  -  ( ^j[ 2 a )
L e t  ~ T R ~  ■ f » f  l a  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  t .
P t  -  § < 1  -  t % )
L e t  A ^  b a  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  o p t i c a l l y  a c t i v e  s u b s t a n c e  
a f t e r  t i n e  t ,  t h a n  A ^  »  L  «  2 ? ^
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T h l e  I s  t h e  r a t e - e q u a t l o n  f o r  a  r - a c t i o n  o f  t h e  f i r s t  o r d e r ,  
t h e  f i r s t - o r d e r  v e l o c i t y  c o n s t a n t  b e i n g
* i  “  1 * <r a )
t o e  R a a e t i m t a  A r e  s t r o n g l y  A d s o r b e d  o n  t h e  C a t a l y s t .
I f  t h e  s u b s t a n c e  I s  s o  s t r o n g l y  a d s o r b e d  o n  t h e  c a t a l y s t
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t h a t  t h e  s u r f a c e  o f  t h e  c a t a l y s t  l a  n o t  s a t u r a t e d  w i t h  a d ­
s o r b e d  n o l e o u i e s ,  i . e .  t o e  n u m b e r  o f  a c t i v e  o e n t r e s  o n  t o e  
s u r f a c e  o f  t o e  c a t a l y s t  e x o e e d s  t h e  l u m b e r  o f  n o l o o u l e s  o f  
t h e  r e a c t i n g  s u b s t a n c e , l e t  a  c o n s t a n t  p r o p o r t i o n ,  q ,  o f  t o e  
a d s o r b e d  m o l e s  u n d e r g o  i n v e r s i o n  i n  a a o h  t i r e - i n t e r v a l .t
T h e n  i n  e a o h  t i m e - i n t e r v a l  L q  s o l e s  u n d e r g o  i n v e r s i o n .  
S u b s t l t n t l n g  L q  f o r  ( a )  l a  e q u a t i o n  ( i l l ) :
R a t a  o f  r a o e m i s a t l o n  *  A  )
H a r e  a g a i n ,  t o e  r a o e m i a a t i o n  r e a c t i o n  i s  k i n e t i o a l l y  o f  
t h o  f i r s t  o r d e r ,  t o e  f i r e t - o r d e r  v e l o c i t y  o a n e t a n t  b e i n g
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( 4 9 )  W a l d e n ,  B e r .  , 1 8 9 6 , j £ ,  1 3 3 ,
( 5 0 )  W a l d e n , B a r .  , 1 8 9 7 , 2 0 , 3 1 4 6 .
( 5 1 )  L e v e n e  a n d  K o t h e n . J . B i o l . C h e n . . 1 9 3 9 . 1 2 7 . 2 5 7 .
( 5 2 )  F r a n k l a n d ,  J . . 1 9 1 3 . 1 0 3 . 7 1 3 .
( 5 3 )  P h i l l i p s , J . , 1 9 2 3 , j L 2 1 , 4 4 ,
( 5 4 )  W a t s o n .  A n n .  R e p o r t s . 1 9 3 6 . 3 5 . 2 2 0 .
( 5 5 )  H ftg H e s , t f n l i u a b t i r g e r , B A s t e r m e n , T o p l e y  a n d W e l a a , J . , 1 9 3 5 , 1 5 2 5
( 5 6 )  H u g h e s , J u l l u a b o r g e r , H e o t t , T o p l e y  a n d  w e t s s , F . , 1 9 3 6 , 1 1 7 5 *
( 5 7 )  C h a t t a w e y  a n d  S t a l l e d ,  A i m .  R e p o r t s ,  1 9 1 1  , £ , 6 0 .
( 5 8 )  k e l e e n h e l m a r  ,  A n n a l e n , 1 9 2 7 . 4 5 6 . 1 2 6 .
( 5 9 )  L o w r y ,D s u a d A s K i  C o n s e l l  d e  d h l m l e  S o l w a y , 1 9 2 5 , 1 6 7 #
( 6 0 )  K e n y o n  a n d  P h i l l i p s ,  T r a n s .  F a r a d  a y  B o s . . 1 9 3 0 .  2 6 . 4 5 1 .
( 6 1 )  L e w i s ,  " V a l e n c e  e n d  t h e  S t r u c t u r e  o f  A t o m s  a n d
M o l e c u l e s " , F e w  Y o r k , 1 9 2 3 , p . U 3 «
( 6 2 )  M o o r  a n d  F o l a n y j . % . p h L T S l k a l . C h e n . . l 9 3 2 . B 1 9 . 1 6 4 .
( 6 3 )  R o a d  a n d  W a l k e r , J . , 1 9 3 4 , 3 0 8 .
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( 6 5 a )  B r o w n ,  t o s m i o k  a n d  Q c h o l e f i a l d , * . , 1 3 5 ^ , 7 7 9 .
( 6 4 )  H u g h e s , I n g o l d  a n d  S c o t t , « T « , 1 9 3 7 , 1 2 0 1 #
( 6 5 )  C o w d r e y , H a l i m *  a n d  I n g o l d ,  J  • ,  1 9 3 7 , 1 2 0 8 .
( 6 6 )  W a l d e n ,  B e r *  , 1 8 9 8 , 5 1 , 1 4 1 6 .
( 6 7 )  W a g n e r - J & u r a g g , M o n a t  a h .  , 1 9 2 9 . 5 3 - 5 4 . 7 9 1  •
( M )  H o l n b e r g ,  J  . p r . C h e m . ,  ( 2 )  , 1 9 1 3 , 8 8 , 5 7 6 .
( 6 9 )  S e n t  o r  a n d  w a r d ,  J .  , 1 9 2 4 . 1 2 5 . 2 1 3 7  •
( 7 0 )  B e r g a a n n , B o l a n y i  a n d  S s a b c , Z . p h y s l k a l e C f c s s u , 1 9 5 3 * B g O , 1 6 1 .
( 7 1 )  B e r g m a * m , H e l v . C h i a u A o t a .  , 1 9 5 7 , 2 0 , 5 9 0 .
( 7 2 )  C o f « d r a y , l l a g h a o ,  N o v e l l  a n d  W i l s o n , J . , 1 9 3 8 , 2 0 9 .
( 7 3 )  B 8 h m e  a n d  B c d e n d o r f  , A n n a l e n , 1 9 3 5 . 5 1 6 . 1 .
( 7 * )  B S b m s f B o r .  . 1 9 3 8 . 8 7 1 . 2 3 7 2 .
( 7 5 )  O g g  a n d  P o l a n y i ,  T r a n s  . F a r a d a y  5 o o . . 1 9 3 5 . 3 1 . 4 8 2 .
( 7 6 )  S e n t a r , J .  , 1 9 1 0 , 2 2 , 3 4 6 .
( 7 7 )  l a k e r , J .  , 1 9 3 4 , 9 8 7  .
( 7 8 )  K a p p a n n a , F r e e  . I n d i a n  A c a d . S o l . , 1 9 3 5 .  2 A . 5 1 2 .
( 7 9 )  I S t t $ h e e ,2 » g o l d  a n d  M* 8 t e r ® f i n , J . , 1 9 3 7 , 1 2 3 6 .
( 8 0 )  C o w d r e y ,H u g h e s  a n d  l n g o l d , J . , 1 9 3 7 , 1 2 4 3 *
( 8 1 )  B a a t m a n  a n d  S o s a . J .  A m e r . C b a n . B o o . . 1 9 4 6 . 6 8 . 2 3 9 8 .
( 8 2 )  R o a r i n g  a n d  F a r b e r . J . t o e r . O h s a . S o c . , 1 9 4 9 . 7 1 . 1 5 1 4 .
( 8 3 )  G e r r a r d , J . f 1 9 4 6 , 7 1 1 .
(  8 4 )  S c h r a r a n ,  B e r  •  , 1 8 8 5 . 1 8 . 3 5 3 .
( 8 5 )  G r e e n  a n d  K e n y a n , J •  , 1 9 5 0 , 7 5 1 .
( 8 6 )  L o n g e r ,  4  . C h e n . F h y s  •  , 1 9 4 3 . 1 1 . 1 1  •
1 4 7  -
( 8 7 )  L i b e r a t o r *  a n d  Z i g , J . e h e r . i a i y * . , 1 9 4 0 , 8 , 3 4 9 .
*» • * m
( 8 8 )  P e r i  a n d  i M m l e l a , . f . A a e T . C h a a . s o o « . 1 9 5 0 . ? g . 4 2 4 .
4 tt
( 8 9 )  D o w n e r  e n d  K e n y o n , J . , 1 9 3 9 , 1 1 5 6 .
V n * «
( 9 0 )  G a r r a r d , X e c b r a t a l  a n d  t y v i l l . C b e w . e n d  I n d . . 1 9 4 7 . ? g . 4 3 7 .
( 9 1 )  H a r r i s , w a t t  a n d  T h o n s a . J . A s e r . C h a t t . s o o . . l 9 1 6 . ^ 8 . 1 0 7 8 .
( 9 2 )  R o h o t t , B a r n e t t  a n d  R e i d ,  O r g .  S y n t h a s e s ,  1 9 5 5  , 1 £ ,  3 5 .
«r er
( 9 3 )  K e m r i o l c . G . t o c r . C h e c i . K o o . . 1 9 4 0 . 6 2 . 2 8 3 8 .
( 9 4 )  B a r r e t t , U n t i e  and C o h e n ,  J . A a c r .  C h e n . 8 0 0 . . 1 9 4 0 . f c f t .2 8 4 1 .
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